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Miller hopes
for late burst
to boost Plunge
final totals

keimmernence atinel

basically was witnessing it.
"Yeah,they were working on the arrest
warrant in my office (Tuesday) afternoon
A case that has held the interest of many before I headed to (a meeting of the
in Murray and Calloway County for more Calloway County Fiscal Court). Then
than a week took a drastic turn Tuesday when that was over, they were still workevening.
ing on something with it when I got
The search for missing Calloway back."
County woman Jennifer Hicks is still
Ernstberger said he could not divulge of
continuing, but that search has now any evidence in KSP's case but he did say
changed in its purpose. Early Tuesday that he had been somewhat surprised at
Police what was uncovered.
State
evening, Kentucky
announced that an arrest warrant had
"Sometimes it does take a while for
been issued for Hicks, 31, on a charge of (investigators) to gather enough informatheft of more than $10,000. That is a tion in a case like this to have a good idea
Class C Felony.
on where things are leading, especially in
"I think relatively early on in this cast, a Case like this where you have someone
the state police were starting to go in that who at first is reported missing," he said.
direction as far as their investigation,"
Calloway County Sheriff Sam Steger
said Calloway County Attorney Bryan said Tuesday night that, as far as he is
Ernstberger, who not only had an idea of concerned, nothing has changed with this
where things were going Tuesday, he case when it comes to the Calloway
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Jennifer Hicks
Still missing; now fugitive

County Sheriff's Office's role in the
search for Hicks.
"We're still looking for her,just like we
have been." said Steger, whose office has
been posting numerous messages about
the case on social media, particularly its
Facebook page. "We're not ruling anything out at this point either when it
comes to her whereabouts at this time.
Again (as he stated in The Ledger &
Times Tuesday) we have nothing that is
showing that someone just up and took
her. We want to ease people's minds
about that."
Hicks is still described as white, standing 5 feet, 8 inches tall and weighing
about 145 pounds. She has brown hair
and green eyes.
She was last seen at about 12:45 p.m.

)•• See KSP ISSUES Page 5A

Planning Commission OKs 12th/Vine request
By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

a14.A.04lite Oriej
"How great you are, 0
Sovereign LORD! There is no
one like you, and there is no
God but you, as we have
heard with our own ears."
2 Samuel 7:22
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Ronnie Blakley, owner of R&M Trucking & Excavation of Almo is shown last fall using a crowbar to remove asbestos panels from the outside of a house at 1111 Vine St. in Murray. This house was eventually torn down, as were three others along
Vine near the intersection of South 12th Street, to open the large lot on which those structures sat. Tuesday, the City of
Murray Planning Commission granted a request to rezone the property from Residential-2 to Business-4, making the area
eligible for development.

The City of Murray Planning
Commission approved the
request to rezone the property
located at 1107, 1109 and 1111
Vine St., and 1104 Mulberry St.
from single family residential
zoning to medium density business.
Paul and Vickie Garland are
the owners of those properties
and brought the request before
the Commission Tuesday.
"The Garlands own the four
properties located on Vine and
Mulberry Streets and feel like
there have been significant
changes in that area of a physical and economic nature," said
City Planner Candace Dowdy.
"They have stated that in order
to provide an adequate depth for
commercial development along
South 12th Street.
"The property on Mulberry
would also be rezoned and the
property will act as a second
means of egress for future
development as well as a buffet
to the remaining residential
area."
"We feel that this property
would be much more suitable in

). See PLANNING Page 2A
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KSP issues warranttor Hicks

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Two years ago, the Western
Kentucky Polar Plunge seemed
to be struggling a bit with its
fundraising numbers as the final
week before the big day arrived.
By Plunge
Day
at
Kentucky
Dam Village
State Resort
Park
in
Marshall
County,
had
records
been smashed.
That is what
organizers are
hoping will happen again this
year as the Polar Plunge returns
to Kentucky Lake, giving people the chance to literally jump
in a lake in the middle of winter
for a cause - Special Olympics.
"Right now, we're doing OK
with our numbers (more than
$53,000 raised by Tuesday
evening With a goal set at
$100,000). That's where we've
been for some of our big pushes
so we're where we needtto be,"
said Murray's Laura Miller,
Area 1 Special Olympics
Coordinator. "The thing that is
concerning me right now is the
number of plungers themselves.
We don't have as many of them
as we're used to having at this
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Backer will return to Calloway Circuit April 22
Staff Report
A Tennessee man accused of killing a
Murray man last summer was in
Calloway Circuit Court Tuesday.
Jonathan Backer, 28, of Puryear,
Tennessee said nothing during his brief
appearance with attorney Cheri Riedel by
his side as they stood ,in front of Judge
Jamie Jameson. .Not much came of
Tuesday's appearance as Calloway
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney Cirris
Hatfield explained to Jameson in open
court that progress in the case had not reach

Ledger & limes
file phot

Jonathan
Backer, left,
stands with
attorney
Cheri Riedel
recently in
Calloway
Circuit Court
in Murray.

). See BACKER Page 2A
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Please support the...

American
Red Cross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope

-1

Has partneied with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
/A tiro
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Hendricks tells Court
about grants for dumps
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A few weeks ago, the Kentucky Energy
and Environment Cabinet announced that
26 counties in the Commonwealth had
received a portion of $1.75 million in
grants to be used for dump cleanup.
Included in this list was Calloway
County. Tuesday, the county's environmental planner reported to the Fiscal Court how
much of that funding was going to the
s• See DUMPS Page 2A
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Today: Partly sunny, with a
nigh near 46. West northwest
wind around 5 mph becoming calm in the afternoon.
Tonight: Partly cloudy, with
a low around 31. Calm wind
becoming southeast around
5 mph after midnight.
. Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 57. South southeast wind 5 to 9 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 46.
South wind 7 to 13 mph, with
gusts as high as 18 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with

a high near 67. Breezy, with a
southwest wind 15 to 21
mph, with gusts as high as 29
mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 46.
Southwest wind 6 to 14 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 66. West
southwest wind 3 to 6 mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 44. Light
and variable wind becoming
south around 6 mph in the
evening.
Sunday: A chance of rain.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 62. South wind 5 to 7
mph becoming west in the
afternoon.
Sunday Night: A chance of
rain. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 41. West wind 5 to 7
mph becoming north northwest after midnight.
Monday: A slight chance of
rain. Partly sunny, with a high
near 52. North wind around 8
mph.

:point. In fact, we probably have
:about half(248 as of Tuesday).
You just never know, though.
That's the thing about this.
Things can change. What worries me, though, is that we get a
lot of the money from having
plungers register on the day of
the event, and with the way it's
looking, that might not happen
this time."
But plunge day has a way of
being full of, surprises. Two
:years ago this was the case as a
:late burst sent the number of
,participants above 500, helping
,the event reach a record
'$117,000-plus.
: This happened in spite of
:some of the coldest weather
:conditions in the history of the
:event being in place, as well as
:quite a bit of leftover snow on
:the ground from a 'previous
:storm.
Saturday's weather conditions
:are expected to perhaps be some
:of the best the Plunge has had in
.quite some time. High tempera:tures are forecast to reach the
•mid-60s.
Unless something dramatic
and very unexpected happens, it
:would seem the Plunge will
return to its usual home,the Old
Beach at The Village.

"Thats why we're calling this,
'Just Another Day at the
Beach.' The weather, if it holds,
should also help with that idea
too," Miller said, shifting the
focus back to the main focus of
this activity - Special Olympics.
"We're really excited this year
because our athletes are going
to really be taking some leadership duties with this event. One
of those is going to be Maddie
Garland, who is 10 and goes to
Southwest Elementary School.
She is going to do the official
welcome at the opening ceremony, and this is the first time
we've ever had one of our
younger athletes lead this.
"We'd love to have a big
crowd come out for the opening
ceremony. It's a lot of fun, plus
we want to have a big crowd of
people watching the plungers
too."
There is still time to register to
be part of the plunge either with
a one-time donation of $75 (the
cost to plunge) or by fundraising as an individual or group.
Money can either be turned in to
the Plunge site on Friday
evening or Saturday morning.
Information can be found on
the Western Kentucky website
at www.www.soky.org/westernkyplunge.htm.

service will now
be found on
Heartland Ministries
Radio Stations
Sunday Morning
90.5 WVHM-live 9 10am
88,1 WTRT 1 lam-12pm

a commercial zone and we have
had several inquiries on the property," said Vickie Garland. "We
feel that it is in the best interest to
zone the entire property, it would
be a great place for a nice business."
All of the structures on the separate properties have been demolished except for the Mulberry
Street property which is scheduled to be torn down in the future.
Paul and Vickie Garland's
request was not presented without
rebuttal.
Cairo Catlett, owner of the
adjoining property on Vine Street
and a South 12th Street business

owner,took issue with the manner noise pollution?"
Catlett also said that he had
in which development on 12th
moved into his current residence
Street is led.
"When they tore down the four 26 years ago and that those four
houses along Vine Street, they houses were a buffer against the
also tore down my privacy hedges traffic and noise of South 12th
as well starting a huge drainage Street.
"It feels less and less like a
problem in that area considering it
is on a flood plain," Catlett said. neighborhood."
In rebuttal to the previous com"The property around there is
only 225 feet above sea level and plaints, Paul Garland defended
we are looking at in issue that is the motion to approve the rezonnot unlike the situation at Bee ing.
"As you all know, I've done a
Creek with flooding.
"Pools of water end up on my lot of developing in Murray and
property. There have been four the stagnant water that was standwater main bursts in the past few ing on the property was the result
years. If they build there, what of the bulldozer's tracks, the
else can I expect in the way of chuckholes, after we demolished
increased traffic, water issues and the houses on the property,"

Garland said. "I wouldn't have
bought the property if it was lying
on a flood plane. I spent too much
money on it to buy property on a
flood plane.
"I want things to look good. I
care about Murray."
"Historically, this Commission
has taken these issues into
account,once we get the plans,all
of these issues will be looked
into," Chairman Ed Davis said.
There was no discussion among
the commissioners before voting
to approve the zoning map
amendment.
The next Planning Commission
meeting is scheduled for 5 p.m.
on March 15 in the City Council
chambers at City Hall. II

Anyone
ideas.
wishing to join in
county.
the conversation
"For a dump site on Pottertown Road (KY about pursuit of a
. '":"4 • -„ AP- .
280), we got $50,000 and for what we are nuisance ordinance
calling the Waterfield dump (both are in the is asked to contact
area of Panorama Shores in the eastern part of Todd at either 270the county), we are getting $24,000. So that 848-0199
or
means that (Calloway County Road tt@mediaSuperintendent)Ricky Edwards and I will com.bb.net, Hale at
have some fun with these later in the year we .;,270-753-6967 or
think," said Environmental Planner Claytclrc leddiehaleHendricks. "Now, this will be based on hote 22@yahoo.com or
the weather will be, but we're hoping things Hendricks at majorwill go the way we need."
cop2 @murrayThis will be coming at an opportune time, kyriet.
Photo courtesy of Clayton Hendricks
perhaps, for Hendricks and the county as
***
Shores area of eastern
Panorama
the
tire
near
This
dump
cleanup of dumps and areas that many in the
Calloway County Calloway County is one of two such areas that a grant is expectcounty believe need cleanup is a hot topic Judge/Executive
with the magistrates. Two of them - Tun Todd Larry Elkins asked ed to help eliminate.
and Eddie Clyde Hale - are part of the Court's and received by unanimous vote the appoint- income of nearly $87,500, which resulted in a
newly-formed Solid Waste Committee. That ment of Tyler Garland as new deputy coroner. net income in excess of limitations of $545.97
group met Monday with Calloway County He will take the spot being vacated by the that was payable to Calloway County
Attorney Bryan Ernstberger presenting a pos- retirement of Ricky Walls.
Treasurer Anita Gallimore.
***
sible proposal on what a new nuisance ordi***
nance might resemble.
Edwards reported that the Road Department
Sheriff Sam Steger submitted his statement
It was decided that the public needs to have of income in excess of limitations, a require- had 288 requests in January and completed
input on this and Hendricks reported that,just ment of all such officers, and it showed a net 268 of those.•
Tuesday alone, he had 13 citizens submit
From Front

II BACKER...
From Front
either a resolution scenario that
could avoid a trial or a commitment to move ahead with a trial.
Jameson set an April 22 date
for Backer to return to court for a
pre-trial conference. Jameson
also set a May 3 status hearing
date in the casP.
Backer is accused of murder in
the death of Backer is charged
with murder and tampering with
physical evidence in the death of
Wallace "Eddie" Key, 61, of
Murray in late July at the Live
Oak Apartments complex.
A Calloway County grand jury
issued an indictment against
Backer on Aug. 28,having found
that enough evidence was in
place for the case to move into
Calloway Circuit Court.
Murray police named Backer
as the suspect in the case on the
night of Aug. 3, several hours
after officers discovered Key's
deceased body inside a unit at
Live Oak. Earlier that day, members of Key's family had filed a
missing persons complaint with
MPD after repotting that they
had not heard from him in sever-

al days; this followed a welfare
check on Aug. 1 in which MPD
reported that Backer had
answered the door but said he
had not seen Key.
The following night, a vehicle
MPD had described in its Aug. 3
alert was spotted by a Henry
County (Tennessee) Sheriff's
Office deputy, leading to him
stopping the vehicle with assistance from other Henry units and
Paris (Tennessee) police units.
Backer was identified as the driver and placed into custody.
At that time, Backer only faced
the tampering charges, but those
were elevated to murder shortly
thereafter. Backer eventually was
extradited back to Murray, where
he remains incarcerated in the
Calloway County Jail on a
$500,000 cash bond issued by
Calloway District Judge Randall
Hutchens after Backer was
brought back to Murray.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty in a court of law. II
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Staff Report
Murray police report the arrest of a Murray man Monday who led
officers on a short chase after an alleged drug buy.
In a release, Murray Police Department Sgt. Brant Shutt said
;detectives began an investigation Monday after learning of an indi,idual allegedly advertising the sale of marijuana on a local social
pedia site. The detectives soon identified the suspect as Roger
Jones II, 18, of Murray.
•
r Shutt that once detectives had the alleged identify of the suspect
hand,they arranged a purchase of marijuana from Jones using an
Amdercover detective. Shutt said Jones arrived at a pre-determined
"Iocation and provided a detective with marijuana in exchange for
5noney.
; Shutt said other detectives on surveillance of the alleged drug buy
"then moved in to arrest Jones when he then fled from officers with
"a juvenile passenger a short distance before stopping.
« Jones was arrested and charged with trafficking in marijuana less
'than 8 ounces, possession of marijuana, two counts of unlawful
with a minor in the second degree and fleeing and evadaransaction
«
aping a police officer in the first degree.
• Shutt said that the juvenile passenger was charged with one count
:of possession of marijuana.
The Murray Police Department was assisted on this investigation
:by Kentucky State Police. IN

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
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An empty lot is shown in the foreground Tuesday afternoon at the intersection of South 12th and Vine streets in Murray. Several
houses on the land were recently demolished to make room for possible development. Tuesday, the City of Murray Planning
Commission approved a request to rezone the lot from Residential-2 to Business-4.

MPD reports arrest following chase
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Tam Crier
NOTICE
• The Building and Grounds Committee of the MurrayCalloway County Public Hospital Corporation Board of
Trustees will meet at 7:30 a.m. Thursday in the board room of
the North Tower of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital campus, 803 Poplar St. Agenda items include: Old business (current projects) and new business (endoscopy update/proposal).
• The Murray City Council will have a special called meeting
at 6:30 Thursday in the City Council chambers of the Murray
City Hall, 104 N. Fifth St. (This is actually a regular meeting
that had to be adjusted in schedule and time due to scheduling conflicts at an earlier date). Agenda items will include:
Mayor's report (firefighter recognition, Frankfort visit update);
public comment (through prior arrangement with the mayor's
office); Personnel and Finance Committee report; report from
City Council/Murray State University Committee; report from
Value Stream Mapping Workgroup; tax abatement discussion;
Ordinance No. 2016-1689 second reeding concerning penalties and violations to amend late fee charged for purchasing
license after due date and purchasing license upon receipt of
notification; Ordinance No. 2016-1690 second reading, concerning license taxes; Ordinance No. 2016-1691 first reading,
concerning restating revenues and expenditures for city's
operations budget; Ordinance No. 2016-1692 first reading,
concerning clarification and improving zoning enforcement
process by Code Enforcement officer and Code Enforcement
Board; Ordinance No. 2016-1693 first reading, concerning
enacting and adopting supplement to Code of Ordinances;
Resolution N. 2016-001, concerning resolution authorizing
submittal of application for Kentucky Department of
Environmental Protection, Division of Waste Management
grant funds and authorizing mayor to sign and execute all documents to pursue those funds; Resolution No. 2016-002, supporting Murray State University; Municipal Order No. 2016004 to appoint new member to Murray-Calloway County
Public Hospital Board of Trustees.
• Prior to the main meeting of the Council, the Personnel
and Finance Committee will meet at 5:45. Agenda items
include: Budget amendment and gas line extension bid. That
will be followed by a meeting of City Council/Murray State
University Committee at 6:15 with the only agenda item being
Resolution 2016-002 in support of MSU.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
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Dear Dave,
I work an extra job part-time for a retail
store chain while I'm getting out of debt. I like
my job, except for having to pitch the store's
credit card to customers. Like you, I believe
debt is a bad thing. Still, my bosses are putting
more and more pressure on me to sell the cards.
It's been bothering me a lot lately, and I was
wondering if you have any advice for my ethical dilemma?
Evette

Dear Teresa,
My advice with rental properties is to
raise the rent a little bit each year. You want
to be fair and affordable for your tenants,
but you don't want them thinking the rate is
locked in forever. As a business owner,if you
don't have small, manageable increases on a
regular basis, you'll look up in four or five
years and realize you're losing money
because your rent is way below market
value. Then, if you implement a big rate hike
out of nowhere your tenants will have a fit.
After that, you could be looking at empty
properties.
When it comes time to renew the leases,
try explaining to them that you've looked
around in the market and other very comparable units are going for $450 or more, but
that you appreciate them and what good tenants they are. Then, propose signing the new
lease at $410 or $420. Don't raise it to full
market value. In most cases, this kind of
approach will keep both parties happy.
As a landlord, you'll be able to retain
quality tenants and make more money. As a
renter, you'll have the comfort of knowing
you rent isn't going to suddenly jump skyhigh. It's a win-win!

Dear Evette,
If you've been in the business for very
long, I guess you've discovered that most
retail stores make more money on credit
than the sale of merchandise. In my mind,
you've got two types of integrity that are
pulling at you. Your personal integrity wants
you to do a good job for yourself and your
employer, but it's also telling you that credit
cards are bad products. That makes you feel
like you've signed up to sell something that
you don't believe in.
You wouldn't want someone working for
you who wouldn't follow your instructions,
and I wouldn't want someone working for
me who doesn't believe in what they've been
hired to do. For the sake of your own integrity, I would suggest that you find another
part-time job. If you feel this strongly about
the issue, sooner or later it will start to affect
your performance and attitude—both at
work and at home.
Hang on long enough to land another job
before you quit. Then, be professional when
you turn in your notice. Despite what lots of
people say these days, there are plenty of
part-time jobs out there!
—Dave

•• •

Raising the rent
Dear Dave,
I have two small duplexes in Idaho that I
rent for $400 a month, each on one-year leases.
The rent is about $50 to $75 below similar units
in the area. The tenants in all four places are
great, so how do you know when—or if—you
should raise the rent? If you raise the rent, how

* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and CEO of Ramsey
Solutions. He has authored five New York Times
best-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is
heard by more than II million listeners each
week on more than 550 radio stations and digital outlets. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar,
provides a free online budget tool. Follow Dave
on TWitter at @DaveRamsey and on the web
atdaveramsey.com
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ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing
individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities for this position include
servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising degree would be helpful.
Pay is salary, plus commission, and will be based on education and sales experience.

NEWS REPORTER
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong
time managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the
job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as
Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera
- and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants
with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Asgociated Press style.
Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of content and edit media advisories
received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage
year-round. Send dippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos(should
be formatted appropriately), along with a resume. PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with graphic design and pagination, knowledge in the
following programs is required, Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines. Salary will
with a
be based on experience. Send clippings of your previous work experience, along
resume.

Send resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
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The Murray Ledger & Times
is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments
directed to 270-753-1916.
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Special to the Lodger
The spotlight for the MurrayCalloway County Community
Foundation this week is the New
Beginnings Transition Home
who established a non-profit
endowment as a long term benefit.
Every community has citizens
who,at some point,are incarcerated. In the United States, the
penal system is intended to
serve as a deterrent to breaking
our laws and as a place of punishment and rehabilitation for
those proven to have done so.
However,only so much rehabilitation can occur while a person
is in prison. The second phase of
regaining a purposeful life has
to come after the person is reintroduced into society. NBTH is
a nurturing place where our
community facilitates women
making the first steps of responsible independence.
After many years of jaiUprison
ministry, New Beginnings
Transition Homes, Inc. was
formed in January of 2007. A
variety of fundraising events
followed as awareness of the
need grew. Businesses,churches
and concerned citizens contributed and a home was purchased in 2011 with a grand
opening held in September of
2013.
By October of that year,
NBTH welcomed its first resident and soon added more.
Volunteer supervisors, comprised of local Christian women,
were on duty 24/7. Each of the
NBTH's residents obtained
employment and for the first
time since their entry, started
giving back financially to the
home.
NBTH is now in the process of
re-establishing its group of overseers to begins its next phase of
operation. The financial foundation is being strengthened so
residents who cannot afford this
type of assistance can participate without an entry fee and to
ensure continued, stable operation in a group home independent of governmental funding.
NBTH is important to our

Article 57
community on at least three levels. First, NBTH helps women
transform from unproductive
situations into persons who can
be responsible for themselves
and contribute to their families
and their community.
Second, NBTH will help
reduce the number of citizens
who re-offend and who require
further court and incarceration
costs and third, the program can
help reduce the generational
cycle of incarceration because
the life skills and training the
women receive will help them to
be better role models and make
it less likely that their children
will offend and be incarcerated.
The plan is to reopen the facility to residents as soon as proper overseers are in place. The
management of NBTH requires
that a team of women are on site
24/7 to assist the residents in living well and within the stated
guidelines of NBTH. We work
with outside entities to provide
training and assistance in all
areas of life - spiritual, physical
and emotional - in addition to
our program of Bible study. We
provide a variety of practical
help such as personal financial
management, budgeting, training, resume writing and interview techniques,family cooking
and home care tips, parenting
classes, craft groups, exercise
classes and other recreational
and educational opportunities.
The greatest need of NBTH is
to have consistent volunteers
who can commit to serving as
assistants at the home for regular two- to four-hour shifts. In
addition, maintaining the house
and grounds is a constant challenge both financially and in
work hours. While monetary
contribution is an ongoing need,
so is the need for volunteers.
Having an endowment with
the MCCCF will help us provide
a greater community awareness
of the challenges these women
face. Having a foundation to

help fund a home that assists
people coming back into the.
community can help educate our:
citizens of the need and of possible ways of meeting those
needs.
As a young charitable 50Ic3
non-profit corporation, it is a
struggle to establish a predictable income. An endowment
with the foundation helps th,
community know that NBTH ij
in this for the long haul and thus,
needs help in maintaining th4
facility and keeping it operating".
NBTH encourages the community to pitch in with their taxgifts
monetary
deductible
through the endowment program. Those gifts can help sustain the mission of NBTH fc
years to come.
To learn more about thb
MCCCF,contact Harold Hurt.
270-761-6880;
president,
hhurt@hurtryanlaw.com; Linda
Avery, 270-753-0060, lindaasr.Gary
ery @kycourts.net;
Brockway,
270-753-0503;
gary.brock way4m urraystate.ed•
u; Matt Hale„ 270-753-5411,
Sarah
mhale@tcc pas.com;
270-227-8010'.
Jones,
sarah@ vintagerose.com; Brian
270-767-2000,
Overbey,
brian.overbey@bankwithheritage.com; Dick Weaver, 270753-2899; Zach Dunlap, 2708 1 6 - 3 8 8 0 ,
zach.dunlap@ usbank.com

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
•Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living
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This week has been a flurry of activity in
Frankfort, with the ceremonial signing of the first
pro-life bill in 12 years, legislation dealing with
economic development, and continued work on the
budget and pension reform.
On Thursday, Governor I3evin held a ceremonial signing for SB 4, the informed consent bill,
at the statewide "Rally for Life" held in the capitol rotunda. I am proud to stand for life at all
stages, and our whole caucus will continue to fight
for those who cannot fight for themselves.
Legislati've • Budget talks are ongoing, as various budget
committees and subcommittees are meeting every
Update
week to work through one of the more difficult
By Rep. Kenny budgets in some time. Runaway pension liabilities
Imes
and Obarnacare payments have made it necessary
R- Murray
for Governor Bevin to take fiscally sound action,
and we will also work tirelessly to be good stewards of taxpayer dollars. While we recognize the need to tighten our
belts, we are also dedicated to protecting the most vulnerable among us
in these tough economic times.
In another issue important to most Kentuckians, Representative DuPlessis has tiled a bill that goes a long way in protecting our schoolchildren from outside threats. FIB 270 allows school to place safety marshals
on school property. In an era where school shootings occur far too often,
we are committed to securing schools to keep our children safe. There
will be a rally for this bill in the Capitol Rotunda on Wednesday, February 17th at 2 p.m., and all are encouraged to attend.
Kentucky's equine industry is a remarkable jewel throughout the Commonwealth, and our members are proud to participate in a bipartisan
effort to level the tax playing field for this proud Commonwealth Industry. HB 112 would exempt feed, supplies, and any other equipment used
to take care of horses from the state sales tax. Since this is already the
policy for many other agricultural sectors, this bill levels the playing field
for the equine industry. The bill passed unanimously out of the Agriculture and Small Business Committee, and will now move to the House
Committee on Appropriations and Revenue.
In another effort to expand economic development across the Commonwealth, the House unanimously passed a bill to define certain data
centers, such as Amazon and Google, as manufacturing establishments.
HB 237 will give these types of cloud-based firms, which often offer
high-tech jobs, the very same tax incentives that many other existing
industries receive. We eagerly await Senate action on a bill that could
help provide good-paying jobs for Kentuckians, and potentially breathe
life into Kentucky's low income rural areas.
On a national note that also tremendously impacts Kentucky, our
entire caucus was elated to see the Supreme Court step in and stop the
Obama Administration from enforcing its burdensome climate regulations.
President Obarna's War on Coal has already harmed enough Kentucky
families, and this action affirms that the executive branch's plan to shut
down our low-cost energy economy was unconstitutional from the start
I am calling on the House to bring forward HB C4, which would require
the submission of any climate plan to receive approval from the General Assembly and protect Kentuckians from an over-reaching Environmental Protection Agency.
On one final note, transparency in government is very important to
us, and we firmly believe that Kentucky's retirement systems should be
fully transparent to the public, espetially when there is more than $30
billion in unfunded liabilities. This is why we were dismayed when the
House Democrats refused to take up Senate Bill 2, which provides muchneeded oversight to these depleted systems. Teachers, state workers, and
tax payers have the right to know about the agencies that handle public
retirement benefits.
As always, I welcome your comments and concerns on any issues
facing our Commonwealth during the 2016 Regular Session. I can be
reached through the toll-free message line in Frankfort at 1-800-372-7181,
or you can contact me via email at kennyimes@Ircky.gov. You can keep
track of committee meetings and potential legislation through the Kentucky Legislature Home Page at wwwIrcky.gov.

Our Elected Officials

;mista:iiPlum =a ii;
State Rep. Kenny Imes(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: Kenny.imes@Irc.ky.gov

State Sen. Stan Humphries(R-Cadiz)
; Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
; e-mail: Stan.humphries@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
(502) 564-8100 Ext. 870
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Bennie Purcell: Losing a Legend
Even though he told me
to call him Bennie, I always
addressed him as Mr. Purcell
out of respect. Yet, wherever
you were in Murray-HIHBurger, Martha's, on the historic quadrangle or in any building, old or new, on the Murray State campus-or in most
any town or city in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, or in
any Ohio Valley Conference
town or city, if you simply
uttered the name "Bennie" anyone worth their salt knew immediately who you were talking
about.
So when the legendary sports
figure, basketball MI-American,
world traveler with the Globetrotters, Hall of Fame tennis
coach,and Murray State ambassador and historian died at 86
in the early morning hours of
February 12, 2016 after returning from watching his beloved
Racers defeat SIU-Edwardsville,
stunned friends and fans grieved
and thought back on a vast
store of memories. For friend
Pete Waldrop the memories are
inexhaustible, memories that
included trips with Purcell and
Sid Easley to countless away
Racer basketball games.
When I asked Bennie Purcell to speak to my sports history class, I knew the students
would never forget the experience. After all, his sports career
as a collegiate basketball AllOVC and All-American basketball player,as a basketball coach,
and then as a collegiate tennis
coach, made him a living legend for my students to hear
and see. In his 80s, Purcell

had a wealth of experience and
a lifetime of stories from all
over the • world that only he
could tell. And, wow, could
Bennie Purcell tell a story!
Purcell was born in Mount
Vernon, Illinois. Adolph Rupp
and Bo McMillan-the star of
the Centre College football team
that beat Harvard 6-0-were
two of the speakers at his high
school sports banquet. He came
to Murray State after being
recruited by Henry lba at Oklahoma A & M (now Oklahoma
State). a team having just won
two national championships.
Purcell had to turn down Coach
lba because he joined the military in the last years of World
War II. Ss, after the war with
the contad of a friend and with
Harlan Hodges-a former Illinois high school coach who
Purcell had played against-now
Murray State's coach, Purcell
made his way to Murray.
A member of the new Ohio
Valley Conference,Purcell made
the All-Conference teams in the
1950-1951 and 1951-1952 seasons and led Murray State to
its first OVC crown in 1951.
"In 1952, he was named the most
valuable player in the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics Basketball Tournament
and an All-America player by
the Converse, United Press International and Associated Press."
He has been named to the MSU
Athletics Hall of Fame (from
which I just quoted), the OVC
Hall of Fame, the Kentucky
Tennis Hall of Fame, and the
Intercollegiate Tennis Hall of
Fame, to name just some of

the hall of
fames he was
asked to join.
After
graduating
from Murray
State in 1952,
the Baltimore
Bullets of the
NBA drafted
him, but Purcell was the Home and
Away
last player cut
By James
from the Bullets' roster. Duane Bolin
He decided to Ledger & Times
Columnist
sign a contract to travel with the Harlem Globetrotters. playing primarily with the
Washington Generals. They
traveled in 46 countries all over
the world, and in most of the
United States. For six months,
Purcell roomed with Bill Spivey,
the 7' Kentucky Wildcat's star
center.
After playing for the Globetrotters organization, Purcell
coached high school basketball
in Hickman County,Anna-Jonesborn, and back in Mount Vernon, before becoming Cal
Luther's assistant at Murray
State. Then, for 28 years he
coached tennis at Murray State,
winning 12 OVC championships
and 8 OVC coach-of-the-year
awards. When he retired, his
59 straight conference wins was
an NCAA record. Perhaps his
greatest legacy is teaching his
sons, Mel and Del, the game
of tennis. Both became fine
tennis players, and Mel became
one of the elite players in the
world.

Purcell found obvious joy in
his life calling. His excitement was contagious. Whether
he related how he traveled
through Europe with the Globetrotters, how the actor Robert
Mitchum befriended him and
other players in Trinidad, or
how he had lunch one day with
George Beverly Shea, his gratefulness that his athletic career
provided unique life experiences
was always obvious.
He contrasted for my students playing before a staid
British crowd in London with
excited Latin American audiences in South America. In
one game, a teammate hit a
full length-of-the-court shot in
London and the crowd was so
proper, not a single clap was
heard; not a single cheer!
They thought it happened every
game, all part of the routine.
Sports took Bennie Purcell
all over the world. Bennie
Purcell became Murray State
University's greatest ambassador. Everywhere he wentand everyone knew Bennie Purcell-he never tired of preaching Murray State as if he were
an evangelist. He was proud
of Murray State University. And
Murray State University will forever be very proud of Bennie
Purcell. Thank you for the memories. Thank you, sir, for setting the standard so high.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at jbolin@murraystate.edu

Glass Menagerie Makes Funny Valentine
For most of us, "The Glass
Menagerie," a timeless play by
Tennessee Williams. tells the sad
story of an American family, each
one of them yearning for a better life. As soon as the curtain
rises, the audience can sense the
quiet sadness of the Wingfields in
the monologue of Tom. who
explains his role as the reluctant
head of the family: "I give you
truth in the pleasant disguise of
illusion," he says.
He explains that the plays hearkens back to the 1930s, "a quaint
time" is the way Tom he puts it.
Continuing his description, he
remarks that, "The huge middle
class of America was matriculating in a school for the blind. Their
eyes had failed them or they had
failed their eyes, and so they were
having their fingers pressed forcibly
down on the fiery Braille alphabet of a dissolving economy."
Under the direction of Murray
State University professor Lissa
Graham-Schneider, 'The Glass
Menagerie" reflects current political situations, but it is also a love
story that links to her own past,
and her family's.
"The Glass Menagerie' has
sentimental value for me," she
said, because it was the first play
she worked on, not as director
but stage manager.
Another personal connection is
that"The Glass Menagerie" brought
her parents, Ralph and Joanne Graham Stuvick. together. The two
first became acquainted because

Joanne was a regular customer in
Ralph's place of business.
"When he first asked her out.
she said no," Lissa remarked.
explaining that her mother was
focused on getting through school
and resisted the distraction of dating.
Joanne's academic pursuits
wavered, however, when her interest in acting was inspired by an
upcoming production of"The Glass
Menagerie" at a local theatre. She
auditioned for a part, and when
Ralph found out he decided, on
a whim, to try out too. He ended
up being cast in the role of Jim
O'Connor.
"My mom played Laura, Tom's
sister, and both brother and sister
were former schoolmates of Jim,"
Lissa said.
In a vain attempt to fix Jim
up with Laura. Tom's mother pressured him to invite Jim to dinner.
Initially. the encounter was disastrous, with shy Laura retreating
from the meal. After dinner, the
two ended up alone in the living
room, where they talk and share
a few moments of innocent intimacy.
"My parents' first kiss was as
Jim and Laura." Lissa said.
Far beyond its connection to
her own family. Lissa GrahamSchneider explained that'The Glass
Menagerie" is a classic. "It still
resonates today because it tells the
story of a dysfunctional family.
They love each other, but they
don't know how to show it."

Although
the father of
the Wingfield
family is not
a
actually
character, his
is
Presence
felt by the
family he left
behind. His
photograph
dominates the Main Street
mantel, and By Constance
the son. Tom,
Alexander
explains his Ledger & Times
absence in the
Columnist
opening
monologue.
"He was a
telephone man who fell in love
with long distances. he gave up
his job with the telephone company and skipped the light fantastic out of town."
The last the family heard of
the father was a postcard from
Mexico with a cryptic message:
"Hello - Good-bye."
There was no return address.
Director Lissa Graham-Schneider believes that today's audiences
find insight and poignancy in "The
Glass Menagerie" because the audience can relate to someone else's
family experiences with regret and
compassion.
The power of the play was not
lost on the Murray State University students cast in the upcoming production. According to Ms.
Graham-Schneider, "I've never
worked with a more dedicated

group. When we started rehearsals
on January 19, the actors came
in off-book."
Such devotion to the task or
interpreting complex characters like
those in "The Glass Menagerie"
is one of the many reasons theatre has instructional value that
goes beyond entertainment.
"There is so much to learn by
participating in a play," Lissa said.
"Script analysis,research,set design
and construction are some of the
challenges associated with any production."
'The Glass Menagerie" will be
presented on the MSU campus in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
February 18-20 at 7:30 pm. The
show closes after the 2:30 matinee on Sunday, February 21. Tickets are $15 per person for the
general public. The MSU/AARP
rate is $12 each, and MSU students enter free with a valid university ID. Call 270-809-4421 or
go online to www.murraystatetickets corn.
Read "The Glass Menagerie"
online through the absolutenglish972 site, which contains the full
text and scene by scene discussion.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexander.com, or check
out her website, www.constancealexander.com.•
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OBITUARIES
Marion Winn

Laura Elizabeth Farley Patter

Marion Wilson, 94, of Hazel, Kentucky, died at
10:20 a.m. Monday, Feb. 15, 2016 at her residence.
She was born June 6, 1921 in Royal Oak,
Michigan, to Walter L. and Nevada Buxton Mills.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
husband, William Cyrel Wilson and two sons,
Terry Wilson and Larry Wilson.
She was a member of Westside Baptist Church
and a former member of Hazel United Methodist
Church and Hazel Woman's Club. •
Wilson
Mrs. Wilson is survived by two daughters, Sue
Allen and husband Terry and Linda Orr and husband Glynn, all of
Murray; two sons, Billy Wilson and wife Janice of Lebanon,
Tennessee and Jackie Wilson and wife Brenda of Hazel; two sisters,
Betty Lou Guidash of Garden City, Michigan and Virginia Ordiway
of Murray; two daughters-in-law, Patricia Wilson and Dorothy
Wilson, both of Murray; 14 grandchildren, several great-grandchildren and several great-great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 17, 2016 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Glynn Orr and Ryker
Wilson officiating. Burial will follow in Hazel Cemetery. Visitation
was from 4-8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2016 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Laura Flushrth Farley Parker, 90, of Hickory
Woods in Murray, Kentucky, died Monday. Feb.
15,2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born in New Concord, Kentucky, on
Oct. 21, 1925 to Wilson Farley and Eva Lawson
Farley.
She was a homemaker and retired from FisherPrice. She was a member of the University Church
of Christ and a lifetime honorary member of Oaks
Country Club.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
Parker
death by her husband, James Perkins "J.P" Parker,
who died in 2009; four sisters and one brother.
Mrs. Parker is survived by three daughters, Tooth Thomas and
husband Tony of Almo, Ten Bryant and husband Jim of
Murfreesboro, Tennessee and Robin Rigsby and husband Keith of
Murray; one sister, Jo Annette Urton of Round Rock, Texas; eight
grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Thursday, Feb. 18,2016 at 11 a.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Charley Bazzell officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be
Wednesday, Feb. 17,2016 from 5-7 p.m. at the funeral home.
Active pallbearers will be Mark West, Jason West, Todd Thomas,
Seth Bryant, Lake Rigsby and Phil Burks. Honorary pallbearers are
Sherri Heeke, her loving golf companion and her care providers at
Hickory Woods.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Tommy Latimer, 72, of Canton, Georgia, formerly of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, Feb. 14,
2016 at Northside Hospital-Cherokee in Canton.
He was preceded in death by his father, Jim
Latimer; his mother, Frankie Starks; a brother,
Johnny Latimer and a sop, Thomas Scott Latimer.
He was the owner of Canton Used Cars for 30
years.
Mr. Latimer is survived by three children, Toby
Latimer and wife Diana, Wes Latimer and wife
Mandy, both of Canton and Gaye Adams and husLatimer
band Scott of Murray; two brothers,Jamie Latimer
of Troy. Michigan and Jason Latimer and wife RicheIle of
Clarkston, Michigan; two sisters, Renita Dunford and husband
Chris of Clarkston, Michigan; Jennifer Ludwig and husband Chris
of Troy and 10 grandchildren, Kayla Adams, Courtney Adams,
Thomas Latimer, Christian Adams,Tyler Latimer, Caroline Adams,
Griffin Latimer,Tanner Latimer, Lily Latimer and Tyson Latimer.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday, Feb. 19, 2016 at Imes
Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel with Sammy
Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be from 4-9 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016
at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of arrangements.

Martha `Sue' Gamble
Martha "Sue" Gamble, 86, of Stella, Kentucky.
died Sunday, Feb. 14, 2016 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was born June 10,1929 in Calloway County,
Kentucky, to Fred Kirkland and Mary Arnett
Kirkland.
She retired from the Calloway County School
System and was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Edmond Gamble, who died
Gamble
Oct. 14, 2009; one brother-in-law, Hafton Cole
Margaret Kirkland.
sister-in-law,
one
and
Mrs. Gamble is survived by two daughters, Phyllis Ann McClure
and husband Jimmy of Farmington and Vicki Elaine Tucker and
husband Randy of Murray; one son,James "Bub" Gamble and wife
Jo Ann of Versailles; two sisters, Evelyn Cole of Exton,
Pennsylvania and Jean Bazzell and husband Ray of Murray; one
brother, Jerry Kirkland of Murray; six grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren and one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be Wednesday,Feb. 17,2016 at 2 p.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial
will follow in Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation was
Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2016 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

KSP ISSUES...
know that there's nothing she can't
From Front
work out if she comes back and
Tuesday, Feb. 9 driving a white deals with it."
2010 Pontiac G6 sedan east on KY
KSP Post 1 Public Affairs Officer
94 East. It is not known where on Michael Robichaud said in a
94 East this sighting occurred but release Tuesday evening that KSP
her residence is in the East Y subdi- is continuing to assist CCSO in the
vision just off 94 East about three search for Hicks. Robichaud said
miles east of Murray,Steger said.
that the theft investigation is now
The car is reported to have tinted being led by KSP Detective John
windows, a pink "Breast Cancer Sims. CCSO also has been assisted
Awareness" license plate (KYin the search by the Murray Police
9491DY),and a pink "UK" plate in Department.
the front.
Robichaud said CCSO and the
marketing
Hicks is the
County Attorney's Office
Calloway
director/teller at the Lake Chem
in the theft investigaassisted
have
Federal Credit Union office on
tion.
South 12th Street in Murray. The
KSP has a toll-free number (I last time anyone reportedly comthat citizens can call
800-222-5555)
municated with her was as she was
report impaired
confidentially
to
leaving that business at about noon
activity. They
criminal
or
drivers
told
on Feb.9 when she reportedly
the free KSP
download
also
can
co-workers that she was going
app proThe
app.
phone
mobile
check on her child.
to KSP
access
direct
quick,
vides
while
Steger said Monday that,
weather, road and traffic
including
home,
back
went
Hicks
he believes
information as well as text, voice
he said the investigation showed
and photo tip capabilities to report
her
that she did not, in fact, see
criminal behavior. The app is availdisappearance.
child before her
and Android
"It is a very sad case,just a terri- able for iPhone, iPad
be easily
can
and
applications
"Hopefully,
ble case," Steger said.
through
charge
of
free
downloaded
where
things
those
this is one of
maybe she left town and had to get Apple and Google Play stores.
Individuals facing charges are
her wits about her, get her mind
innocent until proven
presumed
next.
do
to
right about what
"And I'm hoping she can come to guilty in a court of law.•
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FUNERAL NOTICE
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home

4

Marion Wilson,94
Funeral service will be at 2 pm. Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Hazel Cemetery.

The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Paul Nickolas Kurz Jr.
Funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016 at
St. Leo Catholic Church.
Martha 'Sue'Gambk,86
Funeral service will be at 2 pm. Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.

KSP releases checkpoint
locations for Calloway

Special to The Ledow
The Kentucky State Police
(KSP) will be conducting traffic
safety checkpoints throughout
the Post 1 district, to check
motorists for compliance with
Candle M. King
Cindie M. King,60, of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday, Feb. 15, motor vehicle laws including
driving under the influence
2016 at her home.
statutes. KSP utilizes traffic
She was born on Sept. 19, 1955 in Lexington, Kentucky.
She was a homemaker and a retired registered nurse. She was a safety checkpoints to promote
member of First Baptist Church in Murray and a member of the safety for motorists using the
public roadways and to provide
Sigma Theta Tau.
a deterrent for those who violate
Mrs. King is survived by her parents, Burnette Mathis and Joyce
Dean Morris Mathis of Mayfield; her husband, David King of laws contained in the Kentucky
Revised Statutes.
Murray,to whom she married June 16, 1979; one son,Jon King and
The intent of a traffic safety
wife Cleo of Gilbertsville; a brother, Jeffrey Mathis and wife Jill of
Birmingham, Alabama and one grandchild, Eli Dean King of checkpoint is to provide for a
high visibility, public safety
Gilbertsville.
A private family graveside service will be held. There will be no service, focusing on vehicular
equipment deficiencies, conpublic visitation or service.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway firming appropriate registration
and insurance of vehicles, and
County Need Line, 509 North 8th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- the valid licensing of drivers.
Violations of law or other pubhome.com.
lic safety issues that arise shall
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
be addressed.
Traffic safety checkpoints will
Damon Lovett
Damon Lovett, 87, of Almo, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Feb. 16, allow the Kentucky State Police
the opportunity to periodically
2016 at St. Thomas Hospital West, Nashville,Tennessee.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. concentrate its efforts in checking for violations of Kentucky
and regulatory laws that
traffic
Evelyn Vick
will ultimately increase the
Evelyn Vick,91,of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday, Feb. 12, 2016
safety of the citizens within the
at her home.
Drivers
Arrangements are being handled by Imes Funeral Home & Commonwealth.
encountering a traffic safety
Crematory, downtown Murray.
checkpoint are requested to
have their operator's license,
Richard Fearn
Richard Fearn, 71, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Feb. 16.
2016 at Baptist Health, Paducah, Kentucky.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory, Heritage Chapel. II

vehicle registration receipt and
proof of insurance readily
accessible. Drivers with this
information in hand, those with
no violations of law and minimal roadway congestion can
reasonably expect to be delayed
for no more than 30 seconds to
a few minutes.
Listed below are the supervisory- approved traffic safety
checkpoint locations in the
Kentucky State Police, Post I
district. This includes the following Kentucky counties:
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
Marshall and Trigg. These
locations can also be found on
our wel?site, www.kentuckystatepolice.org/posts/press/postl
_checkpoints.html.
In Calloway County, checkpoints will be positioned at:
II U.S. 641 South at Barber
Drive.
•KY 94 East at Pottertown
Road (KY 280).
• KY 121 South between
mile points 3.187 and 3.690
at
• Pottertown Road
Cohoon Road.•

Ky. sheriff: Man swims across
frigid river in bid to flee arrest

State Medicaid commissioner
warns of skyrocketing spending
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — When Kentucky officials launched a
multimillion-dollar advertising campaign to promote its new health
care options, including an expanded Medicaid program, they
assumed they might find a few thousand people who qualified under
the old program.
Instead,they found an extra 60,000 people — adding another $124
million a year to the state cost of providing health insurance to those
who can't afford it. That was part of the grim picture new Medicaid
Commissioner Stephen Miller showed state lawmakers on Tuesday,
saying the state cost for the system will swell to $3.7 billion over the
next two years, a 20 percent increase.
"That's what raises a lot of concern about the sustainability going
forward," Miller said.
Former Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear expanded Kentucky's
Medicaid program under the federal Affordable Care Act. The
expansion brought in an additional 428,000 people, far more than
state officials had predicted. Yet the federal government paid for all
of them for the first three years of the program.
But in the promotion of the new plan, state officials found an additional 60,000 people who qualified under the old program. The federal government paid for 70 percent of their cost, leaving the state to
pay the rest. Miller said the 60,000 people were about 10 times the
amount officials had estimated.
And next year, Kentucky taxpayers will begin paying for a portion
of the 428,000 people that joined the expanded Medicaid program.
Miller said that will cost $257 million.
In his first budget proposal. Republican Gov. Matt Bevin has not
made any changes to the Medicaid budget over the next two years.
But he wants to make big changes to the program in the future. His
proposal, set to be revealed this summer, could make fewer people
eligible for Medicaid and requires others to pay a small premium for
the service.
Some Democratic House members, wary of Bevin's potential
changes,questioned Miller on Tuesday for the need to change a program they say is working fine and has caused dramatic decreases in
the number of Kentuckians without health insurance.
"The concern has been, candidly, what the cost is, Miller said.
Democratic state Rep. Jim Wayne of Louisville said everyone has
a right to health care, adding he likely would have died last summer
if he did not have health insurance to pay for his cancer treatments.
"This system may not be profitable. But as a commonwealth, we
say it is beneficial to our people," he said. III

WILLIAMSON, W.Va. (AP) — Authorities say a man took a
chilly swim across state lines and fled over the snow in his shorts,
but failed to escape the law.
Kentucky's Martin County Sheriff John Kirk tells WSAZ-TV that
when West Virginia State troopers arrived Monday at Terry Jarvis',
mother's West Virginia house, the 26-year-old Mingo County man'
ran out the back door and jumped into the Tug Fork River, wearing.
just a pair of shorts and a sleeveless shirt. Air temperatures Monday
were in the 30s and 40s.
Kirk says Jarvis was wanted on unspecified warrants.
Authorities say they tracked Jarvis' footprints in the snow to a
Kentucky house where they found him hiding in a shower, about a'
mile south of his river crossing.
It's unclear whether Jarvis has an attorney.
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BOY SCOUTS
OF AMERICA:
HEART OF AMERICA COUNCIL

Pre'ared. For Life:

McMahon talks of re,
the purpose they

I* Jobi Oleg
Staff Writer
As a boy growing up in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,01),tt McMahon said
time was spent mainly on sports, particularly baskerielL'
As has been shown, that dedication paid dividealas he is now the
e
coach of one of the most recognized mid-major. me$s college progran
the country - Murray State.
Still, that does not mean he was not paying atte 1 •,to how other inte
,which fea
can affect others,such as the Boy Scouts of Am
understudy levels Cub Scouts and Webelos.In him, ofhis brothers -1
in - was a scout himself.
"As a matter of fact,our trainer here (Paul Landowtban Eagle Scout(
est rank of the Boy Scouts) and you can tell fromh000lio is that he still
the things he learned from being part of that," MaMillabhtaid Monday i
prepared to do his part for local Boy Scouts Thunt*,ashe has been g
the duty of being the guest speaker for the annual64Soolits of America
coln Heritage Council Dinner. That event is set fee WO p.m. at the Mt
Country Club.
"What I respect about that program is the leaderthipcticills that those
get at a young age, and that is needed today," MOMehon added, relatir
how the Scouts' ideas of honor, discipline and siimply'doing the right i
whenever possible translate to the Racers.
"On Thursday,I'll be able to talk about those lessonsand how we share
the team the values of those things and why they're-important. We use t
philosophies throughout the season, but it's not just en the court. We als
to get our players out into the community to help na4lie things better.
"That's what the Boy Scouts are all about, serving people and workin
gether to improve things around them and I'm protielto have this chance
week to speak about how those ideas work for our
"It's just a great opportunity to speak in front of a
d of people that c
ly cares a lot about this and hopefully it spurs the n to want to contri

—
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to the financial health of this program that helps so many young people here
locally."
McMahon is taking a role that has been handled by some quite well-known
personalities over the years, including 2015 when Basketball Hall of Famer
and longtime Louisville Cardinals skipper Denny Crum spoke at this event on
the same night the Racers were playing a game at the CFSB Center.
Crum talked about how he first learned as a player, then while watching as
an assistant coach the principles of perhaps the greatest college basketball
coach of all time, UCLA's John Wooden. Like McMahon, Wooden was not
a scout nor was Cram but the former UofL coach said scout principles were
very evident at both Westwood and Louisville.
"Getting a chance to follow a Hall of Famer like that is something I really look forward to doing. Hopefully. I'll be able to inspire people the way
(Crum) did and others have before him," McMahon said.•
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Dexter/Almo Water will meet
The Board ofthe Dexter/Alino Heights Water
Ilistrict will meet Thursday, Feb. 18 at 6 p.m.
This is rescheduled from the cancelled Feb. 4
meeting, The meeting will be at the water office. 351 Almo Road,Almo.

Photo provided
BUTTERFLY
RE/MAX
CHALLENGE:The MurrayCalloway County Chamber
of Commerce accepted the
Re/Max Butterfly Challenge.
Pictured, from left, are
Angelia Fry, Tracy Williams,
Jeff Smith, Linda LaRochelle,
Pat Cherry and Maggie
Morns.

Blood donation opportunity
An opportunity to donate blood to the AmerMartha
;can Red Cross will be Thursday,Feb. 18 from
30-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Finney Andrus,
Community editor
!601 Main.

Ouilt Lovers will meet

,ine dance class offered

Spring soccer registration scheduled
The MCCSA Spring soccer registration will be at the American
Legion Hall on Saturday, Feb. 20 from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. Online
registration has already begun and will run through Saturday, Feb.
27. You may also register at the park office during business hours
Monday - Friday. If your child was three-years-old by July 31,2015,
they are eligible to play soccer this year.

MWC Home Dept. meeting to be held
- The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday,Feb. 18 at 11 a.m.The program will be presented by Carol
Wimberly on "Valentine Surprise." Hostesses will be Linda Short
and Lillian Robertson.

West KY Mentoring seeking cartridges
West KY Mentoring needs your used ink jet/laser cartridges. They
recycle them and use the money to provide activities for the children
and mentors in their program. Call 270-761-5744 for more information.

NAMI Support Group to meet Thursday
The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group will meet Thursday,
Feb. 18 at 6:30 p.m. at the Educational Services Building of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, on the corner of Eighth and Elm
streets. This group is for family and friends of someone diagnosed
with a mental illness such as bi-polar, major depression,schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic
stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. At each meeting,
a sharing and support time lets attendee* lie heard in a safeMeit-'
fidential and welcoming environment-Poitrip7re informatit4-call
270-748-6133.

CCPL offers free computer classes
: The Calloway County Public Library is offering free computer
classes on Computer Maintenance on Tuesday, Feb. 23 from 10-11
grn. and Learning the Keyboard on Thursday, Feb. 25 from 10-11
a.m. Pre-registration is required and may be done by calling 270753-2288.

Authors Support Group plans meeting
The Murray Authors Support Group will meet Saturday, Feb. 20
at 1:30 p.m. at Brookdale of Murray. Debra Coleman Jeter, published author, will be the speaker. Jeter is interested in knowing the
interest you might have about editors, publishers, etc. and she can
be reached at 1-931-801-8418 or email questions to notecardrings@
gmail.com.

Remembrance Day at Fort Donelson

Kang named CCHS January
Rotary Club Student of the Month
paper, Kang has filled the role
of news editor multiple years.
During his sophomore year he
was captain of the Junior Varsity
Quick Recall team.
Kang has been honored many
times for excellence in science,
journalism and academic team
events. His team came in firstplace at the Murray State Annual
Chemistry Scholarship Tournament where he placed second in
individual scoring. Additionally,
the team was second at the University of Tennessee at Martin
Annual Science Bowl and was
the Paducah Regional Science
Bowl runner-up.
In journalism, Kang placed
first and second in Page One
Design at the MSU Regional
JAEWON KANG
Journalism Workshop. As an
Kang has set aside time to
academic team member, he has
volunteer
with various groups
placed on several occasions in
as well as to
organizations
and
language arts at district and regional Governor's Cup competi- develop some special skills.
tions. His Quick Recall team has He has written Valentine's Day
been regional Governor's Cup cards for community seniors,
tutoring
*
vided
'
d
years in a sonoir
serves as president of the
levels,
and varsity
-Student Council and secretary at tl
dont;and Ii4a1
tints
of the Class of 2016. He has making it the state level round
has
also
Project
donations.
He
also served as sophomore class of 16. The CCHS Academic
assisted with Red Cross donasix
district
chamteam
has
won
vice president, vice president
tions, provided tours and direcof the Student Council during pionships in a row. Also, Kang
tions
for parent-teacher conferhis junior year and chairman of is a member of the WKAA Disences and worked to raise funds
trict
Quiz
Bowl
team
that
placed
the Student Council Fundraising
for BETA Club and Student
Committee. As a member of the first.
Council. His skill development
Athletically,
Kang
is
a
memSpanish Club, Kang has served
as
an individual has included
as vice president of events, par- ber of the CCHS Tennis team.
the
Boy Scouts Tenderfoot rank.
ticipated in the Kentucky United He has been a qualifier for the
Kang has taken four semesters
tennis
tournament
three
regional
Nations Assembly and has been
of Spanish and speaks English
a BETA Club member. Having times and,in a prior year, served
and Korean fluently. Musically,
player
for
the
Lakbeen active in The Laker Re- as a first-seed
he plays both the alto saxophone
ers.
view, which is the school newsand the piano.

Special to the Ledger

Jaewon Kang, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
is the Murray Rotary Club Student of the Month for January.
Kang was introduced to the club
at the regular meeting Jan. 28
at the Murray Banquet Center
and made comments about his
future. He is the son of Choong
Nam Kang and Kyounga Shin of
Murray.
While at CCHS, Kang has
excelled academically, having
acquired a 33 composite ACT
score and establishing himself
as one of the top students in the
senior class. He has been selected as the outstanding student in
a number of classes including
pre-calculus, world civilization
and Spanish. His work ethic and
desire to excel academically has
certainly led to opportunities inside and outside the classroom.
,Kang's leadership abilities
has been showcased in various
c ubs and activities. Presently,

Need Line updates items needed

will be Thursday, Feb. 18, from
requested.
Need Line had 960 applicants 10:30 am.until noon.
Need Line has issued an upThe Need Line Board meeting
dated request for items need- for the month of January. The
ed. They include peanut butter, number of children receiving was Monday, Feb. 15 at 12:30
tuna, salmon, canned fruit, food weekly from the Back- p.m.
Need Line is a community and
tomato sauce/paste, canned to- Pack program for January was
church cooperative ministry. It is
matoes, milk, eggs, bread/buns, 300.
Saturday, Feb. 13, is "Need a non-profit social service agenhot dogs,chicken and hamburgCC
er. Personal hygiene items and Line Food Project (Green Bag) cy of Murray-Calloway County.
The Calloway County Board of Health will meet Tuesday, Feb. cleaning supplies are extreme- Day." Drop off your green bags Donations are tax exempt.
;r3 at noon at the Calloway County Health Department. The agenda ly low and needed are laundry between 10 a.m. and noon at the
Need Line is located at 509
topics include opening,approval of prior board meeting minutes,di- soap, toilet paper, deodorant side door of the office under the North Eighth Street and is open
rector's report and programmatic updates, other items and adjourn- (men's or women's), women's awning. If you need more infor- from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monand men's razors, baby wipes, mation,call 270-681-2296 or go day through Friday and is a
leent. All meeting are open to the public.
ziplock plastic bags and hotel/ to www.NeedlineFoodProject. United Way agency. For more
information, call 270-753-6333.
travel size shampoo, lotions, corn.
food
day
•
CSFP
pick-up
bags
are
also
Senior
Large
brown
soap.
Road
just
Cemetery
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A remembrance of those who served at Fort Donelson in February
of 1862 will be held Saturday, Feb. 20 at 1 p.m. at the Confederate
'Monument. At 3 p.m. there will be a remembrance of the Union
Ifoldiers killed in the battle. Joining in this remembrance will be the
Sons of Confederate Veterans,the United Daughters of the Confederacy and the Sons of Union Veterans.

Special to the Ledger

Board of Health meeting scheduled

Bazzell Cemetery donations needed

Southwest of Coldwater,is in need of donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis Sanders, 8224 Kensucky 121 N., Murray,KY 42071 or call 270-489-2212.

Angels Attic seeks items
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop,972 Chestnut St.,is in need of items
.as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community Clinic,the
'Gentry House and provide assistance to other local agencies..Spe'cific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture;
appliances; household items; and toys. Items can be received Mon'day through Saturday,from 8 am. to 5 p.m. or call 270-762-0505
for pickup.

Ayitteee_al[Ando/Coulhe..
Hope Ravis and
Nicklaus Newcomb
February 27, 2016
Julia Colgan and
Christian Smith
April 30,2016

.11e.1E1EgrilltIV4GS
If you

are a

NEWCOMER to

Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
or (270) 759-9216

Lindsay McCrory and
Ryan Coker
July 9, 2016
Sarah Ikth Nilson and
Joey McKee!
July 16,2016

}COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE

FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people Its their way of saying. We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County "
We have been welcoming NEWCOMFRS
since 1946 almost 70 years!

cas
fo
Ter

Reflecting on his years at
CCHS, Kang stated, "Calloway
County High School has played
a crucial role in building the academic foundation to prepare me
for college. I am thankful for my
teachers and others who have
helped me progress throughout
my high school career."•

Floral prints, electric patterns and
global looks are everywhere. Mix
your patterns carefully, you don't
want too much of a good thing.
If you are wearing the wide leg
pants your top should be shorter and
more structured.
Pale denim as well as the dark
enzyme wash are both trending.
Boyfriend jeans and capri's in the
denim is also a spring trend. The
skinny leg is still very much in this
season.
This week we have received white
jeans, shorts and capri's and ankle
pants in various colors and styles.
The off the shoulder look is very in
this spring. The shoulder is the body
part that designers have focused on
this season.
We have just received many new
tops and tunics in every style for this
season. The colors go from bright to
soft and feminine.
The jumpsuit is back, this one
piece makes a statement.
Sculptural statement earrings
frame the face in a bold new way.
Peekaboo panel skirts are so in the mini meets pencil for a two for
one combo.
There are many styles of handbags
this season and a variety of unusual
colors.
The beaded tribal look in a clutch
or a tote is so much fun to add some
pop to your outfit.
Congratulations to C,arita Boggess
who won the giveaway this week.
Be sure to like and share us on FB
or come in the store to register.
All winter merchandise is 60-70%
off.
We still have some outerwear and
great sweaters to beat the cold.
Stay tuned to next week's fiat and
fashion report...
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;Alexandra Bloodworth and
; Hayden Rogers
May 14, 2016

.Playhouse performances scheduled
Old Duffers and Powder Puffers, Playhouse in the Park's senior
acting troupe, will be performing Saturday, Feb. 20 at 6 p.m. and
Sunday,Feb.21 at 2:30 p.m.They will be performing six short pieces. Admission is free.

Ti

The A

The Quilt Lovers quilting group will meet Thursday, Feb. 18 at 6
p.m. in the Senior Citizens Center at the Weaks Community Center.
All quilters are welcome.

A line dance class will be held Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 5:30 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall. Class fee is $5. For more information,
01 Donna at 731-445-0080 or show up for the class. Everyone is
welcome.
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BOYS BASKETBALL PADUCAH TILGHMAN 73, CALLOWAY COUNTY 31

Lawyer in
Title IX
case says
focus is
Tennessee

Blue Tornado easily blows away Lakers
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

The Associated Press
KNOXV11 I .F, Tenn. — The
lawyer for six women suing the
University of Tennessee over its
handling of sexual assault complaints by student-athletes is focused on what he considers the
school's systemic problems and is
surprised at the attention the complaint's brief mention of Peyton
Manning generated.
"It's certainly unanticipated,"
attorney David Randolph Smith
said.
'Smith said he included events
from the last two def.arles — one
involved Manning in 1996 — to
show how Tennessee has handled
reports of misconduct.
"We included one small paragraph about the Manning situation in the complaint,just as part
of the overall background and
history," Smith said.
"Peyton Manning is not a party to our lawsuit," he added."All
these reports that say he's in the
lawsuit, well he's referenced, but
it's part of the historical" backThe lawsuit filed last week in
federal court in Nashville states
Tennessee has violated Title IX
regulations and created a "hostile
sexual environment" through a
policy of indifference toward assaults by student-athletes.
The suit focuses on five cases
that were reported between 2013
and 2015, but it also references
incidents involving Tennessee
student-athletes dating to 1995.
One paragraph in the 64-page
document refers to a sexual harassment complaint made by a
Tennessee trainer in 1996 involving an incident that occurred in a
training room while she was treating Manning, the quarterback at
Tennessee from 1994-97 who just
helped the Denver Broncos win
the Super Bowl.
Smith did say that as he prepares discovery for the Title IX
lawsuit, he would look into some
of the allegations in the 2003
document that details how former Volunteers trainer Jamie Ann
Naughright perceived Tennessee was handling her sexual harassment complaints against the
men's athletic department.
Marming's father, Archie, declined comment via text.
After giving his "State of the
University of Tennessee" address
Tuesday in Nashville, school
President Joe DiPietro read from
a statement in which he said he
couldn't take any questions related to pending litigation, specifically the Title IX lawsuit.
DiPietro instead reiterated a
statement issued last week by the
school's attorney, Bill Ramsey,
that said "any assPrtion that we do
not take sexual assault seriously
enough is simply not true.
"To claim that we have allowed a culture to exist contrary
to our institutional commitment
to providing a "safe environment
for our students or that we do not
support those who report sexual
assault is just false."
DiPietro also said, "We're
always concerned about our students' safety and we always strive
to keep a safe environment."
In the current legal proceedings, U.S. District Judge Aleta
Trauger denied on Tuesday the six
unidentified women's motion to
temporarily restrain the university
"in their official capacities, from
utilizing the Tennessee Uniform
Administrative Procedures Act in
its investigation and adjudication
of campus sexual assault cases involving university students."
The plaintiffs in the Title IX
lawsuit say the school's use of
the "discriminatory" Tennessee
Uniform Administrative Pn.c...dures Act in its investigation of
sexual assault cases "allows only
accused pet pctiaturs Of sexual assaults (and not victims) to
have the right of confrontation,
cross-examination and a right
to an evidentiary administrative
hearing." The complaint adds that
Tennessee is "unique among U.S.
colleges and universities" in using this procedure. III

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Jeremy Darnell controls the ball against
Paducah Tilghman during a Region 1 game Tuesday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

by making only one shot for Birdsong's mostly sophomore
three points as Paducah Tilgh- crew. McEwen spun his way
man (244) once again proved to the rim before Hart got four
In the midst of enduring one itself as the No. 1 team to beat quick points for an 8-2 lead. De
of the heavier doses of grow- in Region 1.
spite several good looks from
ing pains in the history of the
If the final score was any in- Darnell and Johnson, 3-point
program, the Calloway County dication of what the Lakers were shots wouldn't stay down fiti
Lakers knew coming into Tues- left with after the final buzzer, the Lakers, making only two ill
day night's home contest with it's that a daunting schedule will the first 30 minutes.
Paducah Tilghman that a loss only make them better next year,
Tilghman center LI. Reed‘,
was almost predestined.
rather than mounting meaning- usually a starter, came off tbe
The Lakers had their chance less wins against subpar teams.
bench midway through the first
early on, but the Blue Tornado
"Pretty much every game has quarter and fueled an 11-0 ruts,
was just too fast,just too strong really been a measuring stick while the Lakers went the firsi
and just too good.
for us," CCHS head coach Ter- 6 minutes without a field goal.
Sayveon McEwen was the ry Birdsong said. "We haven't After another 10-2 Tilghmati
catalyst for the Blue Tornado, done our kids any favors with run, the Lakers were staring at
scoring 13 points, while Devon our schedule. This is a year an 18-point deficit and it never
Hart chipped in 12 of his game where maybe we should trim got any better.
high 14 points in the first half as back, but what does that prove?
No matter what Birdsongt
Paducah Tilghman ran through You can win five more games troops did,defensively,the Blue
Calloway County 73-31 with an but you still haven't beaten any- Tornado spun through like an
athletic display that had to be body. Yeah, our record looks F5. Eastwood had a strong tare
seen to be believed.
better and we walk out with a to the rim through heavy conKamden Price led the Lak- smile on our face, but it's fool's tact early in the second frame,
ers (7-19) with eight points, Jo- gold,smoke in the mirror. These but McEwen never gave Lakers
nah Brannon sparked the bench are the guys we have to beat to fans much to cheer about, nailwith six points, Jeremy Darnell get out of our region, the Mur- ing a long-distance 3 and sparkscored five and Peyton John- ray's and the Graves County's." ing another 10-0 run, helping
son, who averages 12 points a
From the opening tip,the athgame, struggled from the field leticism was overwhelming for
II See LAKERS, Page 10A

GIRLS BASKETBALL: CALLOWAY COUNTY 44,PADUCAH TILGHMAN 41

NBA

CCU takes close one

Warriors
chasing
history in
2nd half
The Associated Press

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Charlee Settle attempts a shot against Paducah Tilghman's Elise Overlin during a Region 1 game
Tuesday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Settle supplies 22 points, 12 rebounds in win
getting two straight victories. We've had erupted for a combined 49 points in the
a tough schedule and, as coaches, we've first meeting, they were held in check for
been looking ahead, but our big philoso- 36 points Tuesday. Donelson scored 15,
As Calloway County first-year head phy after the Henderson County game was Shaw had 12 and Patterson had nine, but it
coach Valerie Waller and the Lady Lak- to finish strong. I feel like we've stepped wasn't enough to keep the Lady Blue Torers watched the opening tip off against up to the plate from where we were," nado (8-16) from dropping its tenth game
Paducah Tilghman on Tuesday at Jeffrey Waller said. "We're three for four since in its last 12.
Gymnasium, it wasn't hard to think back then. Hopefully, this gives our kids conThe Lady Lakers(8-20) had Mlle Fritts
to the season opener, when the Blue Torna- fidence going into the District 4 Tourna- to thank for the early confidence boost.
Fritts scored all five of her points in the
do rained 3s all game long against CCHS. ment."
Serving as the ultimate season meaMegan Greer saw shots finally fall for first frame as Calloway County took an
suring stick, the Lady Lakers showed just her for eight points and Chasity Ross was 11-9 lead in an entertaining contest despite
how far they had come since losing 5841 a bruiser inside with five rebounds, but a eight sloppy turnovers combined for
on Dec. 1, 2015, in Paducah. The only it was Alicia Hornbuckle that drew the both squads.
The Lady Lakers made only two field
question was would Tilghman be that hot praise. After going a scoreless 0 of 9 from
again? The answer to that was quickly, no. the field for the duration of the game and goals in the second quarter, but held TilEighth-grader Charlee Settle was as im- missing a clutch free throw in the final ghman to just one 3-point make, good
pressive as she has been all season,scoring minute,she redeemed herself handsomely, enough to keep the lead at 17-13.
With Settle notching 10 points by the
22 points and pulling down 12 rebounds, scoring the last three points of the game
third quarter, the Tilghman defense made
helping lift the Lady Lakers to a 44-41 vic- from the free-throw line.
tory Tuesday over the Lady Blue Tornado
"I'll tell you what,I'm so proud of her. the proper halftime adjustments and all of
that came down to the wire.
We asked her to do a lot tonight," Waller a sudden, Settle wasn't getting to the basIt seems the Lady Lakers have peaked said of Hornbuckle."We asked her to shut ket as easily. So, Waller employed Settle
at the right time,collecting their first win- down Miriali Donelson even though she hit as a decoy and it paid off, drawing in the
ning streak since Dec. 20,2015,including those 3s at the end. She had seven points defense and finding Greer open for two 3s
winning three out of their last four games. before that, but four of them were off of in a "four to score" offense.
"It's my favorite setup, honestly. SomeNo one was more excited, or relieved, turnovers. She played some awesome detimes we put Charlee in the middle and
than Waller.
fense and with that pressure on her late,
sometimes we put Hombuckle in the mid"These kids have really stepped up and really felt like she led the team."
After Tilghman's big three of Donelbeen consistent for us over the last three
weeks and that's been our stable point in son, Whitney Shaw and Sophia Patterson
•See CCHS, Page 10A
By BRYCE RUD0
Sports Reporter

TORONTO — The Golden
State Warriors are chasing history. Everyone else in the NBA is
chasing the Warriors.
The defending champions
have been so dominant that they
could already be a 50-win team
this weekend. And unless opponents start figuring out a way
to slow Stephen Curry and the
league's most potent offense,they
could be the best team ever by the
time they're done.
Curry and fellow All-Stars
Klay Thompson and Draymond
Green took time out for fun in
the first All-Star Game held outside the U.S., where'Curry tossed
in the final points in the highest-scoring game ever with a
42-footer to give the West a 190173 victory.
It won't be long before they
get serious again.
"Yeah, obviously, Thursday,
Friday, when games start up, put
our game face back on and figure out how we're going to try to
finish out the season strong and
go after another championship::
Curry said.
They are 48-4 and will bring
an 11-game winning streak
Portland on Friday when
season resumes. Golden State
could reach 50 wins — for many
clubs, the mark of a very gootl
regular season — with a victory
Saturday against the Los Angell*
Clippers in what's become perhaps the league's testiest rivalry/
The NBA record of 72 wins,
set 20 years ago by Michael Jordan's Chicago Bulls, could be ji
reach.
"If it's there for us we want
to get it, but at the end of the day
we're trying to win a championship," Thompson said.
There are a couple of teams in
the West,and a front-runner in the
East that could pose the toughest
challenges to the Warriors.
San Antonio, Oklahoma City
and Cleveland seem to have the
best chances to prevent Golden
State from repeating, though,the
Warriors blew out the Spurs and
Cavaliers last time they met.
Business comes before basketball this week, as the trade deadline is Thursday afternoon, a few
hours before the season resumes.
Contenders will try to load up and
disappointments can break up.
From them, there's less th/in
two months before the playofis
begin.
LeBron James dismissed a relport this week that the Cavaliets
were discussing trading Kell
Love, saying they had enough tr,
win after a turbulent first half
that
included the firing ofcoach David
Blatt not long after Kyrie Irvidg
had returned from knee
surgery.
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SCOREBOARD

Racers in the 1VBA
KJ&
Isaiah
Canaan

flat% erstIR I. Insurance A4i.•114.•
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
21' S litt• S. • 1.triay. KY • 753.3413

Point Guard

lowe
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Wisconsin
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Warn

2 .646
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Cameron
Payne
Poirot Guard

4S
4
6*
•
29 26 4 62 158 164
24 22 10 58 140 142
25 28 3 53 143 162
Peak DMsion
W L CIT Pt. GE GA
Los Angeles
33 20 3 613 154 134
Anaheim
29 19 8 66 136 137
San Mee
30 20 5 65 164 148
Anzons
26 24 6 58 151 171
Vancouver
22 22 12 56 133 157
Calgary
25 27 3 53 150 168
Edmonton
22 30 6 50 146 176
NOTE Two points for a von, one point for overtime loss.
Monday's Results
Florida 2, Pittsburgh 1, SO
N.Y. Wanders 4, Detroit 1
Anaheim 6, Calgary 4
Dallas 3, Nashville 2, OT
Chicago 7, Toronto 2
Arizona 6, Montreal 2
Minnesota 5, Vancouver 2
Tuesday's Results
Ottawa 2, Buffalo 1, SO
Philadelphia 6, New Jersey 3
Washington 3, Los Angeles
Carolina 2, Winnipeg 1
Boston 2, Columbus 1,01
San Jose 4, Tampa Bay 2
St Louis 2, Dallas 1,01
Anaheim 5, Edmonton 3
Today's Games
Chicago at N.Y. Rangers, 7 p.m
Montreal at Colorado, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at Calgary,9 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Washington at N.Y. Islanders,6 p.m.
Detroit at Pittsburgh,6 p.m.
N.Y. Rangers at Toronto,6:30 p.m.
Carolina at Ottawa,6:30 p.m.
Winnipeg at Tampa Bay,6:30 p.m.
San Jose at Florida, 6:30 p.m.
Los Angeles at St Louts, 7 p.m.
Boston at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at Edmonton,8 p.m.
Dallas at Arizona,8 p.m.
Anaheim at Vancouver, 9 p.m.

;
460. •

Colorado
Minnesota
Winnipeg

AREA SCHEDULE
Todayt Games
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
Murray State at Eastern Ninon

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
TO WING
4 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR Sprint Cup Series, Daytona
MO, practice, at Daytona Beach, Fla
5 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR Sprint Cup Series, Daytona
500, practice, at Daytona Beach, Fla.
COLLEGE USKETBALL
5 p.m.
CBSSN -Dayton at St Joseph's
5:30 p.m.
BIN -Iowa at Peniv61.
6 p.m.
ESPN -Syracuse at Louisvitle
ESPN2-Villanove at Temple
ESPNU-UCF at Memphis
FS1 -Providence at Xavier
SEC-Aubum at Arkansas .
7 p.m.
CBSSN - DePaul at St John's
7:30 p.m.
BIN - Nebraska at Indiana
8 p.m.
ESPN - Duke at North Carolina
ESPN2-Arizona St at Arizona
ESPNU- Oklahoma at Texas Tech
FS1 -Salon Hall at Georgetown
SEC-Alabama at LSU
8:30 p.m.
ESPNEWS- Houston at Tutane
9 p.m.
CBSSN -Buse St at New Mexico
10 p.m.
ESPNU-Colorado at Southern Cal
GOLF
10 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, ISPS Handa Australian
Open, first round. at Adelaide, Australia
let
7 p.m.
NBCSN - Chicago at N.Y. Rangers
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
FS1 - UEFA Champions League, Real Madrid
at AS Roma
FS2 - UEFA Champions League, VII. Wolfsburg at FAA Gent
WINTER SPORTS
10:30 p.m.
NBCSN -Winter Youth Olympic Games, at Lillehammer, Norway isame-day tape)

LAST GAME
Feb. 10 vs. Sacramento
6 points I 0 rebounds
0 assists 1 0 steals I 0 blocks

LAST GAME
Feb. 10 vs. New Orleans
4 points I 2 rebounds
8 assists I 0 steals I 0 blocks

NEXT GAME
Friday at New Orleans

NEXT GAME
Friday vs. Indiana

Phoenix
LA takers

14
40
.259
35
11
44
.200 38%
Monday's Results
No games scheduled, All-Star Break
Tuesday's Results
No games scheduled, All-Star Break
Today's Games
No games scheduled, All-Star Break
Thursday's Games
Utah at Washington,6 p.m.
Chicago at Cleveland, 7 p.m.
San Antonio at LA Clippers, 930 p.m.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

13%
26%

PABI
AP TOP 25 FARED
Theaday's Results
1. Vlitanova(22-3) did not play. Next at Temple,
today.
2. Kansas (22-4) did not play. Next at Kansas
State, Saturday.
3. Oklahoma (20-4) did not play. Next at Texas
Tech, today
4. Iowa(20-5)did not play. Next at Penn State,
today.
5. North Carolina (21-4) did not play. Next vs.
No. 20 Duke, today.
6. Maryland (22-4) did not play. Next: at Minnesota, Thursday.
7 Virginia (21-51 did not play. Next at No. 11
Miami, Monday.
8. Michigan State (21-5) did not play. Next an,
Wisconsin, Thursday.
8. Xavier (22-3) did not play. Next: vs. No. 23
Providence, today.
10. West Virginia (20-6) lost to No. 24 Texas
85-78. Next vs. No. 3 Oklahoma, Saturday.
11. Miami(20-4) did not play. Next vs. Virginia
Tech, today.
12. Arizona (21-5) did not play. Next vs. Arizona State, today.
13. Iowa State(18-8) lost to No. 25 Baylor 10091,01. Next vs. TCU, Saturday.
14. Kentucky (19-6) did not bay. Next vs. Tennessee, Thursday.
15. Dayton (21-3) did not play. Next at Saint
Joseph's, today.
16. Oregon (20-6) did not play. Next vs. Oregon State, Saturday.
17. Purdue (21-6) beat Northwestern 71-61
Next at No. 22 Indiana, Saturday.
18. Louisville (19-6) did not play. Next vs. Syracuse, today.
19. Notre Dame (18-7) did not play. Next at
Georgia Tech, Saturday.
20. Duke (19-6) did not play. Next at No. 5
North Carbine, today.
21. SMU (21-3) did not play. Next at UConn,
Thursday.
22. Indiana (20-6) did not play. Next vs. Nebraska, today.
23. Providence (19-7) did not play. Next: at No.
8 Xavier, today.
24. Texas (17-9) beat No. 10 West Virginia 8578. Next vs. No. 25 Baylor, Saturday.
25. Baylor (19-7) beat No. 13 Iowa State 10091,01. Next at No. 24 Texas, Saturday.
STANDINGS
AMERICAN ATHLETIC
Conference
Overall
W L Pet W L Pct
Temple
10 3 .769 16 8 .667
SMU
9 3 .750 21 3 .875
Cincinnati
9 4 .692 19 7 .731
UConn
8 4 .667 18 7 .720
Houston
8 5 .615 18 7 .720
Tulsa
8 5 .615 16 9 .640

looking for that guy that will
compete and a guy that we can
From Page 9A
build with and who will take
that next step. We've got a lot of
maintain a 41-16 lead by half- work to do but we're still mosttime.
ly freshman and sophomores,"
With the game already in Birdsong said. "I think we'll
hand and the Lakers struggling make 'marked improvements
from deep(1 of 9 from 3-point next year,simply because we've
range in the first half), Birdsong played these types of schools.
certainly made lemonade out of It's frustrating right now, but
lemons, shuffling his lineups so failure is part of the process.
that when the District 4 Tour- There's no magic pill. You've
nament arrives next Tuesday, got to get knocked down and get
they'll be ready for Marshall humiliated sometimes. Now,we
County.
have to get back up."
"We've experimented a lot
Will Benson started the secwith our lineups. We've been ond half and played some signif-

icant minntes, but by the 4-minute mark in the third quarter,
Tilghman's Brannon Warfield
had the game on running clock.
Warfield, scoreless in the first
half, nailed back to back 3s en
route to a 57-20 lead heading
into the fourth quarter, where
Tilghman iced the game quickly
for a 42 point statement to the
entire region.
The Lakers are back at Jeffery Gymiasium for the regular
season finale against .Ballard
Memorial (10-15) at 7:30 p.m.
Friday before preparing for
the District 4 Tournament next
Week. la

PRO HOCKEY
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
I. CIT Pt.
Florida
33 18 6 72
Boston
31 20 6 68
Detroit
29 19 9 67
Tampa Bay
30 22 4 64
Montreal
27 26 4 58
Ottawa
26 26 6 58
Buffalo
23 28 7 53
Toronto
20 26 9 49
liestropoittan Division
W I. OT Pt.
Washington
41 10 4 86
N.Y. Rangers
32 18 6 70
N.Y. Islanders
30 19 6 66
New Jersey
29 22 7 65
Pittsburgh
28 19 8 64
Carolina
26 21 10 62
Philadelphia
25 21 10 60
Columbus
23 28 7 53
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L 01 Pt.
Dallas
37 15 6 80
Chicago
37 18 5 79
33 17 9 75
St Louis
Nashville
26 21 10 62

GF
160
174
146
149
157
165
137
134

GA
134
158
147
139
158
182
182
163

GF
184
163
161
130
142
139
137
149

GA
126
143
141
136
141
150
151
180

GF
188
170
145
151

GA
156
139
139
152

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divislon
W
L
Pct
Toronto
35
17
673
Boston
32
23 .582
New York
23
32
.418
Brooklyn
14
40
.259
Philadelphia
8
45
.151
Southeast Division
W
Pct
I.
Atlanta
31
24
.564
Miami
29
24 .547
Charlotte
27
26 .509
Washington
23
28
.451
Orlando
23
29
.442
Central DM1110111
W
I.
Pct
Cleveland
38
14
731
Indiana
28
25
.528
Chicago
27
25
.519
Detroit
27
27 .500
Milwaukee
22
32 .407
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L
Pct
San Antonio
45
8
.849
Memphis
31
22
.585
Dallas
29
26
.527
Houston
27
28
.491
New Orleans
20
33
.377
Northwest Division
W
L
Pet
Oklahoma City
40
14
.741
Portend
27
27
.500
Utah
26
26
.500
Denver
22
32
.407
Minnesota
17
37
.315
Pacific DMsion
V/
L
Pet
Golden State
48
4
.923
LA Clippers
35
18
.660
Sacramento"
22
31
.415

G8
4%
13%
22
27%
G8

GB
10%
11
12

GB
14
17
19
25

na
13
13
18
23
GB

•Lakers...

Memphis
TUCItesne
South Florida
East Carolina

5
5
3
3
2

7
7
10
11
11

UMW% Mass
°Indians et Team Tedt,8 p.m
In YEN

.417
.417
.231
214
.154

14 11
11 12
10 16
821
10 16

11
1
1

N

20
22
20
16
21
19
171
21
141
171

Pet
846
706
.640
778
704
630
.8011
538
.630

410
2
12 1
81 240
6 20 231

pm
eilenss
Iowa atPew St,15:30
111111"

.580
.478
.385
.n2
.385

No games schedul
abril 11.8111b
Tinsley% Results
South Florida 89, East Carogne 52
Today's Games
LICE at Memphis,6 p.m.
Allmon at Temple,6 p.m.
Houston at Tulane, 8:30 p.m.
ATUUIT1C COAST
Conference
Overall
W L Pet W L Pct
North Carogna
1
2 .833 21 4 .840
Miami
3 .750 20 4 .833
VI
la
1
4 .714 21 5 .808
Notre Dame
4 .692 18 7 .720
4 .667 19 6 760
Duke
Louisville
4 .667 19 6 .760
Syracuse
5 .615 18 8 .1932
5 .615 15 10 .600
Clemson
Pittsburgh
6 .538 18 7 .720
7 .462 16 9 540
Florida St.
Virginia Tech
7 .417 13 12 .520
Georgia Tech
9 .250 13 12 .520
NC State
10 .231 13 13 .500
Wake Forest
1 13 .071 10 16 385
Boston College
12 .000 7 18 280
Moaday's Result
Virginia 73, NC State 53
Tbesday's FkleuR
Pittsburgh 101, Wake Forest 96, 207
Today's Games
Syracuse at Louisville, 6 p.m.
Boston College at Clemson,6 p.m.
Virginia Tech at Miami, 8 p.m.
Duke at North Carolina. 6 p.m.
Georgia Tech at Florida St.,8 p.m.
ATLANTIC SUN
Overall
Conference
W I. Pct W
Pct
7
N. Florida
4 .636 18 10 .643
KAT
7 4.636 16 11 .593
Jacksonville
7 4 .636 15 13 .536
Florida Gun Coast
6 5 .545 15 12 .556
Upscomb
6 5 .545 10 18 .357
Kennesaw St,
5 6 .455 918 .333
Stetson
3 8.273 918 .333
SC-Upstate
3 8 .273 9 19 .321
Monday's Results
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Re-JO
No games scheduled
Today's Games
No games scheduled
BIG 12
Conference
Overall
W I Pct W L Pet
Kansas
1 3 .789 22 4 .846
West Virginia
4 .1912 20 6 .789
Oklahoma
4 .647 20 4 .833
5 .615 19 7 731
5 .615 17 9 654
TRexIY1es"
Iowa St
6 .538 18 8 692
7 .417 15 9 .625
Texas Tech
Kansas St.
9 .30E1 15 11 .577
Mantas St.
10 .231 12 14 .462
11 .154 11 15 423
TCU
Monday's Result
Kansas 94, Oklahoma St. 67
Tuesday's Result
Texas 85, West Virginia 78
Kansas St 63, TC1.1 49
Baylor 100, Iowa St 91, OT

,
01
2
.m.
em
eR74
Nobsisla at Intim
USA
Csaterwece
W
Pet
11
UAll
.844
anho
ldiddis Tannins
. 10
.709
9
.750
8
.667
Unielena Tech
7
.583
Old Dominion
7
.538
UTEP
Chalons
5
.500
Eli
6
.482
5
.385
FAU
W. Kentucky
4
.333
4
.333
North Texas
Rice
4
.333
4
.333
Southern Miss
211 .154
UTSA

Overall
W L Pd
21 5 1108
18 7 .720
13 12 .520
19 6 .no
14 11 .580
15 11 .577
10 15 .400
12 14 .462
7 19 .289
12 13 .4110
9 16 .380
9 16 .360
7 16 .304
4 22 154

No games she
"
du71es
%seders Result.
No games scheduled
No games scheduled
blars Gann.
HORIZON LEAGUE
Overall
Conference
W L Pct W L Pet
12 2 .857 22 5 .815
Valparaiso
11 4 .733 19 9 .679
°Mend
Wright St
10 5 .867 16 12 .571
Green Bay
8 6 .571 16 11 .593
Detroit
8 7 .533 14 12 .538
7 7 .500 16 11 .593
Milwaukee
Youngstown St
5 9 .357 10 17 .370
N. Kentucky
5 10 .333 9 17 .348
Cleveland
3 11 .214 8 19 .296
111.-Chicago
c St
3 11 .214 5 20 .200
Mondres Runes
Oakland 89, Wright St 73
Green Bay 70, Milwaukee 68
lliesday's Results
Detroit 74, N. Kentucky 68
Valparaiso 66, Cleveland St. 43
Youngstown St 92, el.-Chicago 91,201
Today's Games
No games scheduled
OM VALLEY
East Division
Overall
Cosh/rem
W L Pet W L Pet
Tennessee Tech
10 3 .709 18 8 .692
Belmont
10 3 .7159 18 9 .667
Tennessee St
9 3 .750 18 7 .720
8 5 .615 15 11 .577
Morehead St
5 8 .385 14 14 .500
E. Kentucky
4 9 .308 8 20 .286
Jacksonville St
West Division
Conference
Overall
W L Pct W I Pet
Murray St
8
7 5563
5 :615 14 12 .538
UT Martin
15 12 .556
7 6 .538 11 15 .423
E. Illinois
Austin Peay
5 8 .385 12 16 .429
Sill-Edwardsville
2 11 .154 5 20 .200
2 11 .154 5 21 .192
SE Missoun
Mondars Results
No games scheduled
Stesie
Morehead St 105,rie,
Resun
ne U.86
No games stheisuiso
Thdi"Gin"
MISSOUF11 VALLEY
Coderence
"chita
INInals St
St
N. WM
Missouri St
Indiana St.
Loyola, Chicago
Bradley
Drake

1%11
2 2
1- .8771
0
14
1tu.90 5
4;
8 5 .615
8 6 .571
7 6 .538
7 7 .500
5 9 .357
2 12•143
1 13 .071

Nimbi
W L Pet
19 7 .731
18 11 .593
20 7 .741
19 7 .731
16 11 .593
11 14 .440
13 13 .500
12 14 .462
4 23 .148
6 20 .231

lloaders
Mcnits St 71, New Mexico St 41
lheeday's Remit.
No games schekluied
May's Games
Bradley at S. Snot 7 P.m
Indiana st. N wino.St,7 pm.
It lows at Loyola of Memo), 7 p.m
Evansville at Drake,6 p.m.
SOUTNEASTERN
Omni
Conlenwee
W L Pet V/ L Pis
3 .750 19 6 7K
Kentucky
3 .750 16 9 64C
5 .615 21 5 106
South Carolina
5 .015 19 7 731
TWWW AMA
5 .615 17 9 .854
Rada
.83. 14 10 .583
GINO
6 .538 15 11 .577
Vasidwillt
6 .500 15 9 825
MONK
7.482 16 10 .515
181111110101
7 .417 12 13 4K
AMMO
7 417 12 13 .41K
-9.305 11 14 .44C
'L_It.
9 .250 9 15 .375
AMMO
10 .231 10 16 .365
illeseurl
Maaday's Results
No Mies scheduled
Ilisedsrs Amite
Miami 72, South Carolina 67
Florida 57, G110r0 53
Texas AMA 71, Mlielppi 56
Mississippi St 75,Vanderbitt 74
Today's Games
Auburn at Arkarsae, 7 p.m
Alabama at LSU,9 p.m.
WOMEN
AP TT,25 FARED
Tuesdrfs Results
1 Worm (24-0) did not play. Next vs. Cincinnati, Wednesday
2. Notre Dame (24-1) did not play. Next at
Waite Forest Thuraclay.
3. South Carolina(24-1) best No. 24 Tennessee
62-56. Next: vs. Georgia, Thursday.
4. Baylor (25-1) did not play. Next vs. No. 17
Oldshoma Sten, Wednesday.
5.0110 State (21-4) did not play Next: vs. hebrielut,Thursday.
6. Maryland (23-3) did not play Next vs. Michigan, Wednesday
7. Oregon State (22-3) did not piny. Next as
Southern Cal, Friday.
8. Texas (22-2) did not play Next vs. Kansas
State Wednesday.
9. Anions State (22-4) did not play. Next vs
Washington State, Friday
10. Florida State (21-4) did not play. Next at
No. 23 Syracuse, Thursday.
11. Louisville (20-6) beat No. 19 South Florida
67-50. Next vs. Virginia. Thursday.
12. RIM AtJA (18-7) beat Mississippi 62-48
Next vs. LS11, Thursday.
12. UCLA (19-6) did not play. Next at Oregon
Friday
14. Mississippi State (21-5) did not play. Next
vs. No. 16 Kentucky, Thursday.
15. Stanford (20-6) did not play. Next at Colorado, Friday.
16. Kentucky (17-6) did not play. Next at No
14 Mississippi State Thursday
17. Oklahoma State (19-5) did not May. Next
at No. 4 Baylor, Wednesday.
18. Miami (21-5) did not play. Next vs. Virginia
Tech, Sunday.
19. South Florida (18-7) lost to No. 11 Louisville 67-50. Next vs. Memphis, Sunday.
20. Oklahoma(17-7) did not play. Next at West
Virginia, Wednesday
21. DePaul (21-7) did not play Next at Providence, Friday.
22. Florida (19-6) did not play. Neat vs. Vanderbilt, Thursday
23. Syracuse (20-6) did not play. Next vs. No.
10 Florida State,Thursday.
24. Tennessee (15-10) lost to No. 3 South CarcAlna 62-56. Next vs. Mississippi, Thursday.
25. Michigan State (18-7) did not play. Next at
Rutgers, Thursday.

SPORTS HISTORY
FEB. 17
1967 - Philadelphia's Wilt Chamberlain hits
the first of what would become an NBA record 35
consecutive held goals without a miss.
1991 - Ernie Irwin, helped by Dale Earnhardt's continuing misfortune in NASCAR's too
stock car race, wins the Daytona 500 under a
caution flag.
1994-San Antonio's David Robinson records
the fourth quadruple-double In NBA history with
34 points, 10 rebounds, 10 assists and 10 blocks
In the SCUM' 115-96 win over Detroit.
1996-The U.S. women's hockey team vim
the sport's first Olympic gold medal with a 3-1
victory over Canada.
2008- Ryan Newman ends an 81-race winless streak, using a huge push from teammate
Kurt Busch to give car owner Roger Penske his
first Daytona 500 victory.
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die. It depends on what we're
trying to do.If we want to score,
Charlee can take it to the basket or dish and a few times, she
found Greer for a three. The big
key for us is to be ahead or to
have a close game, otherwise
they don't have to come mid get
us," Wallet said.
It paid off, but Tilghman controlled the offensive rebounding
and second chance points alone
gave them the lead back in the
fourth quarter.
Settle scored eight points in
the final frame, including making four of five free throw attempts, but with 1:43 to go, it
was good enough for only a one
possession lead at 38-35. Free
throws proved to be the difference down the stretch.
Ross made three of four attempts from the foul line to extend it to a two-possession game
with 40 seconds remaining, but
Donelson swished two straight
3's to cut the Calloway County lead to 42-41. That's when
Hombuckle came into play.
Hornbuckle's free throws would
prove to be the game defining
shots and Donelson's last sec-

NATIONA
Go Red fi
million wa

Murri
DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Abbey Amett shoot the ball against a Paducah Tilghman defender during a Region 1 game Tuesday at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
ond attempt to force overtime hit
nothing but air.
The Lady Lakers will seek to
win its third straight game for

the second time this season, as
they close out the regular season
at home against Ballard Memorial Friday night at 7:30 p.m. IN
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Pct
750
750
615
J315
615
538
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500
462
417
417
XIII
250
231
Iseult;

Overall
w I. Pot
11 6 MC
16 9 64C
21 5 Joe
19 7 731
17 9 864
14 10 .583
15 11 577
15 9 625
16 10 615
12 13 4/X
12 13 4/X
11 14 .44C
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10 16 385
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Garretson leads new oncology,
hematology practice at MCCH
Special to The Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital(MCCH)has opened a
new oncology and hematology
practice headed by hematologist
and oncologist Loreta Garretson
MD,along with the resources of
chemotherapy and the infusion
center.
Located in the Medical Arts
Building in Suite 403 East,
Oncology & Hematology of
Murray offers treatment for a
wide array of cancers,as well as
benign hematological conditions.
As a hematologist and oncologist, Garretson moved to
Murray in September 2014.
After completing her medical
degree in 2002, she was an
internal medicine resident at
Seton Hall University's St.
Michael's Medical Center in
Newark, New Jersey from
2009-2012 before being named
Chief Third Year Fellow in
Hematology/Oncology in 2012.
She also has worked as a hospitalist at Select Specialty
Hospital in Rochelle Park, New
Jersey.
In addition to treating cancer
patients. Garretson will work
closely and provide medical
leadership to the chemotherapy
and outpatient infusion center at
the Regional Cancer Center.
The Regional Cancer Center
is located on the hospital campus. It includes a private treatment room and a group room
with infusion recliners where
patients can receive blood trans-

fusions,
chemotherapy
and
other
medications
administered
through a needle
or
catheter.
"The therapies that are
now available
or are in the
development
are very exciting, because
they are giving
cancer
patients the
ability to survive longer
Ledger & Times file photo
with a better
quality
of Dr. Loreta Garretson, a local oncologist,
life," said Dr. speaks during the 2015 Breast Cancer
Awareness Luncheon at Murray State
Garretson.
With
the University.
new oncology
practice conveniently located in ensures the patient will have
the Medical Arts Building, Dr. access to comprehensive care, a
Garretson's patients also will multi-specialty team approach
have easy access to MCCH's lab to coordinate best treatment
options, information about
and imaging services.
ongoing clinic trials, access to
cancer-related information and
A GOLD STAR IN
support, a cancer registry that
CANCER CARE
collects data on type and stage
The Cancer Program at of cancers
and treatment results
Murray-Calloway
County with lifelong patient follow-up,
Hospital recently was granted a ongoing
and
monitoring
three-year accreditation with improvement of care and, most
commendation
by
the importantly, quality care close
Commission on Cancer (CoC) to home.
For more information on
of the American College of
cancer care call 270.762.1597 or
Surgeons (ACoS).
Receiving care at a CoC- visit www.murrayhospital.org.
accredited

cancer

MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & Times

HEALTH & WELLNESS OPEN HOUSE: The Murray-Calloway County Center for Health
and Wellness opened its doors to the community recently during their New Year Open House.
The event featured free screenings for body mass index, waist circumference and hemoglobin
Al C blood draw. Guided tours of the facilities were also available. The Rangel family poses
here with nurses after having their BMIs calculated. Pictured are, from left to right: lveet
Rangel, Exxon Rangel, Daniela Rangel, Susan Burkeen, Samantha Durbin, Haley Rohleder
and Nicole Hudson.

American
Red Cross

Every Donation Brings
Hope.

Western Kentuckn1 Chapter
serving Callowal, Counts

program

Zowest Price o/t,
New Mitic&s./
S6
-.
MSRP*

Photo provided

NATIONAL WEAR RED DAY AT PACCH: Employees at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Go Red for Women on National Wear Red Day for American Heart Month. An estimated 44
million women in the U.S. are affected by cardiovascular diseases.

2016 Buick Enclave
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.

2016 Buick Lacrosse
Premium
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United
Way
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use,...
of alcohol, tobacco
drugs
• Achieving preven
health care and h
living
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SAVE $1000
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

010
Lame
Notice

050
Lost and Found

uomi
Narks

•
THE DEXTER-ALMO HEIGHTS WATER
DISTRICT WILL ACCEPT SEALED BIDS
ON A RADIO READ METER SYSTEM.

Nicki Peach

SPECS ARE AVAILABE TO =PICKED UP
AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE LOCATED AT

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

361 ALMO RD
MAIO,KY 42020.
BIDS WILL ACCEPTED UNTIL 6PM,
THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 18,2016.

020

•

020
Notice

ikon

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
060
Haip Wanted

lige' Tinsley
Murray Ledger & Times

1
CONSISTIDICT
All.
ONLY $100.00
P1131 MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIES
A511131TISIN9

I

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

KEY RECYCUNG

Thank you for your busmess!

•

(IN)753-1910.

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any
submitted matter

To Place An Ad Or Yard
Sale Call (270) 753-1916,
email
dassified@murrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell
-Office Hours:
WMonday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:
(270) 753-1927
VISA

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES
timay
SHAH See
bet
ifedeakty
Thursday
triday
Setarday

Fri. Itias.
F9aa.
Naha
tha 12p
The.
110/12
Thur.13

Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for
any error. Murray Ledger & Times;
will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately see{
corrections can be made.

ACS-Cleaning Service le
"Let RCS Do your Dirty Work
Valentine's Sweetheart Special
Includes: Box of Chocolate & Rose
Free Estimates Affordable Rates
qlp RSVP 270-970-4612
mimes 2(79/1641P

Check the Murray
Ledger & Times for all
gour upciates!
270-755-1916

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Cash paid for
good, used guns

H & H Guns

All applicants must be 21 years old before the Summer Program begins.
Interviews will be conducted in February.
All applicants must also be enrolled in college or a college graduate
(2 or 4 year degree).

Inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342 ,

Stephen Keene
270-809-3368
skeene@murraystate.edu

320
Apartmenb For Rent
NICE 1BR Apartment.
Furnished or not. 270753-3474.
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270:759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

I.
Murray- Calloway County Parks
seeks Recreation Coordinator
This full-time position is responsible for
oversight and development of sports,
recreation, and leisure programs within
Murray-Calloway County Parks. Coordinator
will monitor the care of all related supplies and
equipment, assess recreation requirements of
the community, seek funding, and collaborate
with appropriate staff and community partners,
as needed.
Requirements: tour (4) year degree in
Recreation, Physical Education, or related
field and two (2) years of related work
experience or any equivalent combination of
education and experiences, an
understanding of sports, league play, and
program development, organizational and
volunteer management experience, and
critical and creative thinking skills. Applicant
must have valid Kentucky driver's license.

IMMEDIATE opening!
Office Manager FfT
Required job skills
include: 2 years experience with QuickBooks,
customer service, filing, answering phones,
generate
invoices,
credit card payment,
customer follow up.
Send
resume
to: infoOpecoproducts.com or send to
Peco Products LLC,
3812 US Hwy. 641 N.,
Murray KY 42071

Mail cover letter, resume, and references
Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation, ATTN: Recreation Coordinator,
900 Payne St., Murray, KY 42071. Applicant
should be prepared to present a formal
program or event plan if contacted for an
interview. Position closes March 8th. EEO.

Pangea Group, a college textbook wholesaler
located in Murray, Kentucky, is seeking a full
time Receiving Specialist
Primary responsibilities include order picking and
shipping, loading/unloading freight and preparing
and maintaining records of merchandise
shipped. Other responsibilities include but are
not limited to: assisting in receiving and storing
inventory, assisting Receiving Coordinator with
product returns, performing regular cycle counts
to maintain accuracy and ensure inventory
integrity.
Must be able to pass a drug test and
background screen and lift 60+ pounds.
Applicant must have excellent computer skills
and be a strong team player and leader. Must be
proficient in Microsoft Excel. College
experience is preferred. Hours are 8 am to 5 pm,
Monday through Friday. Compensation starting
at $10/hr with regular employee reviews for pay
raise opportunity. For consideration, please
email your resume and cover letter to
anthonyOpangeabookgroup.corn.
NOW Hiring
maintenance position.
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky.

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
walk in applicants
accepted EOE

HOME THEATRE
HOME AUTOMADON
SECURITY SYSTEMS/
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
ACCESS SYSTEMS

OFFICE 12701 227-0420
CELL 18051822-4106
GWblINESONEDGMAILCOM

HELP Neoderd
Part time or full time
Apply in person at
Murray Sewing Center.
WILLOW
Pond
Restaurant in Aurora.
Now hiring kitchen
employees and dishwashers. Apply in person
Friday-Sunday.
270-474-2202
YAMAHA and Mercury
certified
marine
Send
mechanic.
resume
to
jessIca.killen0yahoo.c
om or call 731-4413831.,

CROP
Production
Services, an EOE, is
searching for a full time
Administrative
Coordinator for the
Murray KY Terminal.
Responsibilities
include, but are not limited to: Customer relations, inventory management, A/R, A/P,
payroll, invoicing, and
other
duties
as
assigned. Pre-employment
background
check and drug screen
required.
Send
resumes to: Crop
Production Services
Attn.: Richie Allen,
1319 Cross Spann
Road, Murray, KY
42071.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobneriwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
webate, not all listings
on the jobrbetwork.can
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
:Mb listings. Thank you.

CR
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The Murray State University Adventures in Math and
Science(AIMS)Program
is currently accepting applications for its Summer Program
being held May 27 - July 2, 2016.
Applications may be picked up in Room 240 of the
Blackburn Science Building at Murray State University.
Application deadline is February 19, 2016.

WINDOW World is now
hiring window & siding
installers. Must have
truck, tools, and insurance. Year round work,
call 270-443-0031

MOTO

GARY HINESON

Nap Warded

Teacher/Instructor Positions - Mathematics, Science, Science Research,
English Composition and Literature, Foreign Language,
Computer Literacy/Dactinology, Financial Literacy,
Elective Courses - i.e. PE., Journalism, Arta & Crafts,
Hip Hop Dance, Cooking.

HO L

LOW VOLTAGE
PROFESSIONALS

060
Help Wanted

Call 7'

1,

Is

at
270-753-1916
to place your ad
Today!

rim mrrims

Skills needed:
Residential Advisor Positions - summer camp counselor experience preferred.
Experience working with low-income, first-generation, high school students
preferred.

$810.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
Discount 3rd Run.
Mlist Run Within 6 Day Period.)
(Ail 3 Ms Must
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
tShopping Guide)

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

14 15
Startin
mot

HINESON
Call NICKI PEACH- COMMUNICATIONS

Want o Buy

A's •••12.24

USED

IPTIESS & SERVICE DIRECT

LOST in Walmart.
Around last week of
January. Small gold
wedding band. Great
sentimental
value.
Grandmothers wedding band. Please call
Rita at 615-643-4669.

Murray L

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
---- • 1850 State Route 121 South • ---Murray, Ky 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

I

UNIT PRICE SECURIT1

5x10.. $20.00
10x30..$60.00
10x24..$50.00
10x12..$22.50

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x15..$35.00
Deposit Required

OHM.
MINI
STORAGE
10111111
Size Units
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

2BR 1 1/2BA lake
house. 42 Bankey cove
Buchanan, TN. Call
731-694-7996. $600 a
month, $600 deposit.
Appliances included.

rr

GARLANE
Dl
RENTALS

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
005 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
NOM Furnishings
Suite.
BEDROOM
New in boxes. 6 piece
Cherry Sleigh Bed
$695. 270-293-4121.
Can deliver, $40 down
take it home today.
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!

Motorcycle helmets
eckets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY

1f you've got it we can store 1t
VERY nice 2 bedroom,
For all your storage convenience
2 bath home in great
Choose from our 3 locations:
neighborhood. 1601
Kirkwood. $825.00 per
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
month, lease and
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
deposit required. Send
Lights,
Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
murinquiries
to
raykyrentalOgmall.co • Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hen,/ 94E

2BR, IBA duplex 270753-0259
2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances ,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished.
$700/month. 104 Park
St270-753-2225.
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345 .
2BR from $375

270-753-2905
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

.7n.1

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon,.- Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

la

d Prep.For Mot

PK RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

10X10's & 10xL5's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

S1( ;
New Climate
Controlled
'
,torage Units Now
Available,

270-753-8556
INS Dulgaid Drive
TDD14169-545-11113 ex* 293
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All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

724/ S. 4T11 ST.
Game at 121 S. & Quids

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
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150

Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY
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1112 WhItnell Ave.

House For Rent
Articles
For Sias
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638 South 4th St
3,800 square ft. build
ing with 4 garage bays
$1,250 a month. 270759-4979

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Art which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference limitation or discruninabon based on race, colot religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any suds preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on feztots in
addition to those ',larded
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milani, 723)6484000.

DOG
Obedience
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.
NNW 141=1•1111
0•1.011t

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
LOOK for More
Auctions On
Thursday's

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 28A with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602
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121
/alo Pau

2005 Tracker Pro Team
175.
Global
Map/Depth-Fish
Finder/ Manna Radio/
Trotting
motor/
2
pedestal 3 seats/
Mercury 50 ELPTO/
built-in charger/ trailer
folding back with swivel
wheel. Housed inside
270-436-5581. Leave
message if no answer.

14. 1b 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
i2701 474-0323

We Finance
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0
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Chris Tucker
270-223-4406

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or cornmencial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Expenence at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensecl
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

•Handymen Services
•Yard Work

•Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420
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40 Canary
snack
41 "My word!"

m.o.) for each book to 628 Virginia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
6
7
5
1
3
4
2

15

14

16

•Firewood

(270)226-0194

unit

WU
PUMPING

GARY W.DICK

EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Year Septic Need
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,

ELECTRIC

White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)193-8686

Service on all
major brands

*Insured

(270)481-2839

Licensed & Insured

JCJ Construction
Remodel, doors, windows, roofing, painting, dry
wall and finishing. 270-226-5581. Insured.

Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

V.

DRYWALL & painting: no job too big or
smaltHandyman services as well. Free estimates.
Call Logan at 270-293-0404.

WAGER

igarl &DE

YOUR AD HERE'

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid v.th
several given numbers. The obbect is to place the numbers 1 to
9in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Concaptis Sudoku increases frctri Monday to Sunday

Concept s SudoKu

By Dave Green

67
7 8 9 2
1 9 4
5 1 9
86
41
'
5 1 6
35
6
7
9
24 1 3

Answer to previous puzzle

1 82 743 965
569 8 2 1 4 37
4 3 7 5 96 1 28
8 9 1 36 2 7 5 4

254
3
-7-6
943
6 1 5
728

1 87
9 5-4
278
439
6 1 5

693
28 1
5 1 6
872
31 4 9

2/17

fficu ty Level ***
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19

18
21

20
23

22

27

26

25

WNSIG

28
31

30

29
32

*Stump Gnnding

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill

WORD SCRAMBLE

13

24

(270)759-0890

8

11

12

34 Maze
runner
35 Decree
36 City
on the
Mohawk
River
38 Lets go
39 Hoodlums

10

9

17

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
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1 Seize
P U rvi A
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5 Shed
UN
feathers
PE
9 Wandered DOWN
11 Supply
1 Mill input
AP
2 Scottish
food for
DA
R I
Y
12 Tolerate
outlaw
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3 Fly high
13 Unbear4 Nap site
Yesterday's answer
able
5 Christmas
pain
travelers
14 S&L
16 Continu28 Chips and
6 "Becket"
offering
ally
pretzels
actor
15 They're
18 Role for
29 Staff
7 McCartup for
Harrison
symbols
ney's
discussion
21
Chef's
Sub
shop
30
collabora17 Sewing
collection
23
Frames
tor
supplies
24 Sweatshirt 31 Hide
8 Secret
19 Auction
variety
away
meeting
unit
Clothing
33
Tea
25
in
10
Reduce
20 Gogsip
type
27 2006 Winrank
21 Comfy
ter Games 37 Gentle
"Memory"
11
MOM
pull
setting
musical
22 Tightly
THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1 -8! Send $4.75 (check/
packed
chow
26 Shoulder
muscles,
for short
29 Nap site
30 Snape's
class
32 Beach
bottles

Jams C.Salaam's

BRIM

PITIES

By THOMAS JOSEPH

iihrsbill/Cemisrtionsdisuali

•Preesure Washing

270-753-M6
1-4URRY CALL NiCKt Now

CROSSWORD

24 Cow

'ore It-

Residential
Agricultural

Wow What a Deal!
1 day S99.00
2 days S149.00

ACROSS

Licensed and Insured
Cali Ben at
270-226-3567

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal

753-9562
wwwhillelectric.com

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

l*W/ Pump SOIVICe

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

amoral El.ctr$cal Contractors, LLC

we Do Insurance won(
Asa & lasslirCartlArzebee

Well Drilling

Hill Electric

Saalwaectiter's
Home Repair &
Construction
Al home reeds can be
handled •Additions & Remodels
•Orritall, Framing,
Painting
•Dedus, Doors,
Windows, Rooting

Water Damaged Roots
&boss & Root Joists
Flemodeing & Piurnbrp

A.G.S. Well&
Irrigation

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

!ERRS REMOVAL

USED TIRES

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

vixessanswir

‘11111111111•111.1.11e
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the Federal Fair
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one or discrunina-
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wingly accept any
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non of the law. All
hereby informed
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an equal opportu-
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Lake Front
ress Creek.
IA with Full
It Like New
i. Stock 2.5
age. Carport.
iveways
&
Paved
270-293-

Leap Yeor Specior
your business, house, car, boat...
whatever you need!
In the Classified section for February 29
ONLY, we're offering a 2x3 display ad, a
$60.00 value, for only

$29!

We can put your logo or picture

for no additional fee.

The deadline to place your ad is
sday, February Lig 5UL
or more information, please
contact NICK!or KACI
(270)753-1916.
',Aid for a black &
tbstie a 213 to MA on

EMMA:
Black Labrador Retriever &
Golden Retriever Mix •
Adult• Female

ALLIE:
Domestic Long Hair Mix •
Adult • Female

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM •SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270) 759-4141

Murray Ledger & Times
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Looking lack
Ten years ago
Pictured is Ky. 68/80 connector
between Murray and Mayfield that
was taken one year ago. The work,
funded in the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's Six-Year Highway
Plan that was announced yesterday,
should be completed by 2010. A
Coldwater-to-Mayfield portion is
slated for completion next year.
Pictured participating in "Welcome to the Real World" at Murray
State University's Curris Center
are Calloway County students Jordan Gillum and Melinda Jernigan
and Murray High student Shawn
Kinsey. The students were stopping
by the United Way booth during
their day at the Reality Store.
Dora Pittman's fifth grade class
at Southwest Calloway Elementary designed boxes for Valentine's
Day. Some of the outstanding
designs are pictured and include
boxes designed by Beth Courtney,
Alex Mehr, Kayla Grady, Kennedy
Garrison and Matt McReynolds.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet is planning to construct a
roundabout to relieve heavy traffic
congestion at the "Five Points" intersection of Chestnut Street, College Farm Road, North 16th Street
and Coldwater Road near Murray
State University. The project is to
begin in 2008 at a cost of about
$250,000.
Twenty years ago
As Calloway County Judge-Executive J.D. Williams was signing
an emergency no burn order, a field
fire was claiming more than 75
acres of grassland,one house trailer
and threatening others off of Bethel
Church Road.
Betty Lowry will be one of the
roastees at a special dinner and
"roasting" sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club on March 4.
Roasters for Lowry will be Dr.
Johnny Queterrnous, Dr. Hal Houston and Neva Grey Allbritten.
The works of local artist Roger
Campbell are exhibited through the
month of February at the Calloway
County Public Library meeting
room.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County High School
Principal Jerry Ainley is pictured
National Merit
congratulating
Scholarship finalists Beth- Woodall
along with her mother Patsy Woodall and James Daniels Jr. with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. James Daniels Sr.
Calloway County High School
Basketball Homecoming Queen
Amberly Moss is pictured with
her court which includes LeeAnn
Rayburn, Stacey Woods, Marcy
Marine, Vicki Edwards, LeAnn
Lockhart and Lori Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph
of Kirksey will celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary on Feb. 23.
Forty years ago
Murray High School Stage
Band, directed by Joe Sills, was
one of four bands awarded trophies
for being judged "Outstanding
in the annual Memphis State Jazz
Festival held Feb. 15. Eighteen
bands were entered.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wynn, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny R. Osborn
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Rutledge.
Robyn Ray, Kathy Outland, Susan Stripling, Michelle McGehee,
Tracy Brown,Beth Taylor and Julie
Billington are eighth grade cheerleaders at Murray Middle School.
Fifty years ago
Named as superlatives of.the senior class of Murray High School
were Lanette Underwood, Steve
Doran, Sue . Ann Watson, Arlo.
Sprunget, Mary Robbins, Max
Russell and Anne Titsworth, according to Steve Douglas, editor of
the Tiger Yearbook.
Sixty years ago
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herndon, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Hampton,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ulis Woods
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Glover.

Painful topic of spousal sex
abuse is swept under the rug

DEAR ABBY: There is a topic Network (RAINN), it should be
DEAR DOCTOR K: My back
I haven't seen addressed in your able to refer you to a support group is always sore. A friend suggested
column, namely being sexually for survivors. The toll-free number that massage therapy might help.
abused by a spouse. I ended my to call is 8007656-4673. (You can
Massages are expensive, so I want
marriage because my husband was also find it online at rainn.org.)
to make sure there's some evidence
Sea.
waking me at 2 a.m. demanding
behind this. Is there?
sex. He expected me to have sex
DEAR ABBY: How do you
DEAR
only a week handle an ex-son-in-law who "conREADER:
after I had fides" in his 9-year-old and 7-yearMassage
our
baby, old children? My granddaughter
used to be
although came to me yesterday and said her
considered
doctor dad told her he's not going to pay
my
indulan
had said I child support and is going to quit
gence. But
•
should wait his job. Now she is worried her
it's now recweeks. daddy will become homeless and
six
as
ognized
If I thought have to live on the street.
a legitimate
something
I know he is self-centered. He
therapy for
wanted has started abusing narcotics and
he
some painful
Komaroff
Dr.
Dear Abby
me to do was is moving in with a girl half his
conditions
degrading, he age. I told my granddaughter that
by
by
-- including
insisted I do no matter what happens, her mom
back pain.
Dr. Anthony
Abigail
it anyway.
Therapeuand dad will always love her. There
Komaroff
Van Buren
amazes is court-ordered support, but none
It
tic massage
me that the has been paid. Any advice would
may relieve
subject of spousal abuse isn't men- be appreciated. -- GRANDPA IN
pain in several ways. It may retioned in premarital counseling. MILWAUKEE
lax painful muscles, tendons and
No one seems willing to acknowlDEAR GRANDPA: "Daddy" joints, or relieve stress and anxiety.
edge this kind of abuse exists. Is is not going to lose his apartment: It may even change the way the
there even a "survivors" network he has CHOSEN to move in with brain processes pain signals.
or support group to cope? I went to
Many types of massage are
his girlfriend. That's a lot different
individual counseling, but it didn't
than becoming homeless. Reassure available in the United States,
help me.
your grandchildren, but do not lie. with Swedish massage being the
I think it would be helpful if
most common. It involves long,
daughter should discuss with
Your
society would acknowledge this
attorney the fact that her ex isn't gliding strokes and kneading of
an
kind of thing does happen. I also
meeting his child support obliga- the major muscle groups, as well
think that those who offer premarand contact the state agencies as friction, gentle rhythmic slaption,
ital counseling should be required
ping and vibration. Other massage
to collect it.
help
that
to discuss the warning signs of a
techniques include deep-tissue,
NINO.
sexual abuser. -- THE EX MRS.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail pressure-point, Thai and neuroBROWN
muscular massage.(I've put a table
Buren,also known as Jeanne
Van
DEAR EX MRS. BROWN: It
different types of masdescribing
her
by
is interesting that this topic isn't Phillips, and was founded
sage, and what they involve, on my
Contact
Phillips.
Pauline
mother,
addressed more often, because dowebsite, AskDoctorK.com .)
mestic violence can happen to any- Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
Massage therapy can also inAngeles,
Los
69440,
Box
P.O.
or
overlooked.
be
shouldn't
it
and
one
volve varying degrees of pressure.
90069.
CA
No one has the right to coerce a
Massage doesn't have to be painful
partner into doing something she
to be therapeutic, so be sure to tell
Abof
collection
a
receive
To
whether
do,
to
want
or he doesn't
your therapist what type of touch
it's done through physical violence by's most memorable -- and most you prefer (light touch, firm presand
frequently requested -- poems
or relentless verbal abuse.
sure, hard pressure).
When there is forced sex in a essays, send your name and mailMassage should not be the only
money
or
check
plus
address,
ing
marriage, the name for it is mariyou use for back pain.
treatment
tal or spousal rape. Like any oth- orderfor $7(U.S.funds) to: Dear Instead, use massage in addition to
Box
P.O.
Booklet,
Keepers
-Abby
of
act
an
not
is
it
er kind of rape,
standard care. That includes taking
love but a way of asserting control 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054- anti-inflammatory pain relievers,
and dominance. If yov contact the 0447. Shipping and handling are staying as active as possible, getRape. Abuse and Incest National included in the price.

Today is Wednesday, Feb. 17,
the 48th day of 2016. There are 318
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 17, 1996, world chess
champion Garry Kasparov beat IBM
supercomputer "Deep Blue," winning a six-game match in Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1815, the United States and
Britain exchanged the instruments
of ratification for the Treaty of
Ghent,ending the War of 1812.
In 1863, the International Red

Cross was founded in Geneva.
In 1865, during the Civil War,
Columbia, South Carolina, burned
as the Confederates evacuated and
Union forces moved in.
In 1925,the first issue of The New
Yorker magazine (bearing the cover
date of Feb.21) Was published.
In 1933, Newsweek magazine
was first published under the title
"News-Week."
In 1944, during World War II,
U.S. forces invaded Eniwetok Atoll.
encountering little initial resistance
from Imperial Japanese troops.

In 1959, the United States
launched Vanguard 2, a satellite
which Carried meteorological equipment.
In 1964, the Supreme Court, in
Wesberry v. Sanders, ruled that congressional districts within each state
had to be roughly equal in population.
In 1986, Johnson & Johnson announced it would no longer sell
over-the-counter medications in
capsule form, following the death
of a woman who had taken a cyanide-laced Tylenol capsule.
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YES'! AS ONE WELL, YEAH, BUT
IT'S CREATING
OP THE TEN
MOST LIKELY A BUZZ...Mgr,TO GO
BELLY UP!

BOSS, YOU NEED TO LOOK AT
THE BRIGHT SIDE!
SPA
YOUR DOPEY,
OPTIMISTIC
MUMBO-JUMBO,
BUMSTEAD!

DUSTIN
BUT ONE OF THE PARTS
IS JUST 5LIGHTLY TOO WIDE.
ITS 50 FRUSTRATING,

GARFIELD

tang physical therapy and giving
your body time to heal. When added to the mix, massage can reduce
pain and speed your return to normal activities.
There hasn't been enosigh research to say for certain what type
of massage is best for back pain.
We also don't know the optimal
"dose" and frequency of treatment.
Talk to people you know to get
a reconunendation. Good practitioners get good results and generate positive referrals. Find out if a
medical center in your area has an
alternative or integrative medicine
program. Such programs typically
offer massage by qualified practitioners: people licensed to practice in your state, and certified by
a national organization such as the
American Massage Therapy Association(www.amtamassage.org).
When I was just beginning medical practice, I learned a valuable
lesson. A woman in her mid-80s
told me that she had trouble sleeping. I told her about the various
ways to improve her "sleep hygiene," such as going to bed and
getting up at the same time each
day, not watching TV while in bed,
etc.
When I saw her a few months
later, she said a massage therapist
had cured her sleep problem -- and
implied that my advice hadn't done
much good. What was keeping her
up (as I would have known, had I
asked her more questions about her
sleep problem) was chronic back
pain. That was resolved with massage -- and she slept like a baby.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Helots.

Today In History

DAD,u,..4o
IrsivEC'ED
TOE R-cr.,'

Message is legitimate therapy
for back pain

"

41% Pote'S 117,

PEANUTS I?
I GICleT THRIK,ADU
SAUD 9E INKAL*16
ALL THAT CHALK
DUST, CHARLIE BROWN..

WHAT YOU NEED IS
TO LOOK AT THE
PICTURE 04 THE
BOX.

WHAT I
NEED IS A
HAMMER.

son to keep vinegar in the kitchen! I have my vinegar
A COOL HOME FOR MARSHMALLOWS
Dear Readers: A recent column discussed how to pamphlet that you can order by visiting www. Helokeep MARSHMALLOWSfrom sticking together. Here ise.com, or by sending $5 and a long, self-addressed,
stamped(71 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Vinegar, P.O.
are just afew reader responses:
Sharon E., via email, wrote: "1 ALWAYSfreeze my Box 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Be sure to
marshmallows. It doesn't take long at all for them to spray or wipe the "ant trails" with vinegar, too. This
thaw, and when they do, they are just asfresh and soft obliterates the ant trail, and their little friends cannot
find their way into your home! -- Heloise
as the day 1 bought them."
Marie M., via email, wrote: BOIL-OVER PROTECTION
Dear Heloise: Whenever cooking iiiitnething in the
"After opening a package of
marshmallows, we close it tight- oven that might bubble over, loosely wrap the bottom
ly and put it in thefreezer. When and sides of the dish with aluminum foil with a high
we want marshmallows for hot collar around it. That way, if it oozes over the sides of
chocolate or any recipe, we sim- the dish, it will flow into the foil. This is perfect for
ply get out what we want, reseal apple pie.
For baking sweet potatoes. I wrap each one in two
the package and put it back in
layers of aluminum foil. Then I place the potatoes on
thefreezer until next time."
If you live in an area that has a baking sheet with raised edges. That way, any liquid
a high humidity level, this really that cooks out is contained. -- Margaret H., Stafford
by
works well. Oh,Ijust love choc- County. Va.
olate marshmallows in a mug of EASY SLICE
Heloise
Dear Heloise: I enjoy potatoes prepared all differhot coffee. -- Heloise
ent ways. I make several types of potato salad throughANTS DOA
Dear Heloise: I very much enjoy reading your col- out the year, and I came up with this hint: Use an apumn in the Orange County (Calif.) Register. Love all ple slicer to slice the potatoes! It makes the slicing go
your hints! Here is my hint: Recent rains have been much faster. But even better, if the potato is hot, you
bringing ants into my kitchen. A few squirts from my have minimal contact with it and don't have to worry
ever-ready vinegar spray bottle takes care of the prob- about burning your`hands! -- Linda W,via email
LEFTOVER EGGNOG
lem. -- Annelies in Fullerton, Calif.
Dear Heloise: Every year, I use leftover eggnog in
Yep, vinegar (full strength or with half water) will
kill the little visitors. However, DO NOT use vinegar lieu of buttermilk or milk to make delicious pancakes.
on marble counters. Also, try not to leave food out on --Jim D., Freeport, Texas
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
the counters (especially if it's sweet). Yet another rea-

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016:
This year you often come up with great ideas. Others
are not as sure as you are about the wisdom of
these ideas, but after some discussion, they seem
to warm up to them. You confront insecurities and
problems head-on. If you are single, your emotions
will get the best of you. Don't move too quickly
into a relationship; you might regret it. If you are
attached, life within your relationship continues to
be exciting. You never know what will happen next.
Relax and enjoy the moment! CANCER constantly
adjusts for you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** You could feel as if you are in a pressure
cooker, as so many demands seem to head your
way. You might feel caught up in a control game,
and as a result, you will pull back. A roommate or
family member might be quite emotional. Tonight:
Get some extra "you" time.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You tend to hold a steadfast course, even
when others don't. You couid hit an obstacle that
forces you to slow down and keep your eye on the
big picture. Your sensitivity will be enhanced by
someone's emotional outburst. Tonight: Weigh the
pros and cons of an insight.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Be aware of what is happening with others,
specifically with their attitudes about spending
money. A meeting could form from out of the blue,
or a scheduled meeting could change its direction.
You might witness emotions running high. Tonight:
Meet up with a friend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Remain focused and levelheaded You
might need to have a tough conversation with a
partner or close associate. This person generally
takes direction well, and you can count on that
behavior once again now. The two of you work well
together. Tonight: Stay close to home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might want to step back in order to gain
a new perspective. You could opt to make some
changes to your day-to-day life. Whose decision
this is makes no difference, but your choice will
revitalize your life. Unexpected news heads your
way. Tonight: Not to be fourri.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A child or loved one could take a stand
and force your hand. You really would like to keep
a situation much lighter and more carefree. You
might hear news about a financial risk, but it is
likely that you will gain from what is happening.
Tonight: Go along with the moment.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could be tossed into the spotlight
before you know it. You might have to make a
strong emotional decision quickly. Several people
in your life who used to be predictable and loyal
could veer in new and unexpected directions
Tonight: Use your imagination well.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** How you visualize a changeable matter will
transform naturally because of recent events. An
unpredictable element runs through your day-today life. Emotions runs high right now, especially
around long-term goals and close friendships.
Tonight: Where the action is.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You'll want to revisit a decision after having
a discussion about your finances. You could feel
squeezed by a money matter, but you might not
have the solution just yet. You will when the time
is right. You generally don't tolerate situations like
this well. Tonight: Decide to let go.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Others seem to be full of themselves. They
even might ignore you in order to get what they
want. You will stand up to them, although initially
you might be amused. You are not a sign that
appreciates being bullied. You'll let others know the
lay of the land. Tonight: Out on the town.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20,Feb. 18)
**** Pace yourself, as you have a lot of ground
to cover. If you experience a problem, ask yourself
how you could have prevented it and how you can
pull out of it without creating too much fuss. You
might not be willing to share your thoughts just yet.
Tonight: Run some errands.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Whereas others might be stymied by a
situation, you seem to flourish and come up with
several atternatives. A friend could be quite intense
arid difficult. This person's opinions can be harsh,
but they will be worth listening tol Tonight: Be
where people are
Jacqueline Rigor Is on th• Internet
lacquellnebegar.com.
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